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rowing a vibrant business can be challenging unless you have access to
working capital and operating cash.

Unfortunately, since the recession, underwriting standards are still quite high
for small businesses applying for conventional financing. That’s why more

entrepreneurs are looking to Small Business Administration (SBA) loans to generate the
cash they need to expand their business opportunities, buy other companies, secure
real estate and more.

Why SBA financing? One key reason is that because the government guarantees a
certain percentage of the loan, your bank can be somewhat more flexible in evaluating
your application.

These government-backed loans often offer longer terms at very competitive rates,
which can be an excellent way to lower your monthly payments. And because down
payments are often smaller, you have the flexibility to hold more cash in your business.
Even better – the government has raised the maximum loan size to approximately $10
million.

Consult Your Banker About SBA Financing
There are several different loan options to choose from, so it makes sense to consult

with your banker about which option best meets your financial goals. For example, you
can consider SBA financing to:

u Expand your business through purchasing another company
u Buy new equipment, supplies, or raw materials
u Purchase inventory to fulfill a contract
u Pay off or restructure existing mortgages and other debt
u And more
In general, SBA loans offer more favorable terms than traditional commercial loans.

For example, through SBA financing you only need a 10 percent down payment to
purchase real estate, and you can generally roll all the fees into the loan balance to
conserve your company’s cash.

Another benefit to SBA financing is that these loans can be made at higher loan-to-
value ratios, feature longer repayment periods and do not include balloon payments.
Many entrepreneurs find they can qualify for higher loan amounts because buildings and
equipment can be amortized over longer time periods.

Tips for Applying for an SBA Loan
At California Bank & Trust, one of the nation’s most active and experienced SBA

lenders, we generally advise our clients to follow these recommendations to speed the
application process for SBA financing:

u Provide details on exactly how much financing you need and how you will use
it. Be precise. For example, if you are seeking $125,000 to expand your business, ex-
plain to your lender how you will use the funds (for example, $75,000 to support three

Expand Your Business Opportunities 
Through SBA Financing

Betty Rengifo Uribe, Ed.D.
Executive Vice President
California Bank & Trust | betty.uribe@calbt.com

Betty Rengifo Uribe, Ed.D. joined California Bank & Trust in 2011 as Executive
Vice President where she leads the Business and Personal Banking Division, which
is comprised of branches and multiple business lending teams in the San
Francisco, East Bay, Sacramento, Central Valley, Greater Los Angeles, Orange
County, Antelope Valley and Inland Empire. CB&T is a leading business and
professional bank with more than 100 branches statewide and over $10 billion in
assets (www.calbanktrust.com).

During her distinguished career in the Financial Services industry, spanning more
than 25 years, Betty has held senior level positions in Retail Banking, Business
Banking and Strategic Planning. Prior to California Bank & Trust, Betty was the
Executive Vice President at Comerica Bank’s Western Market Retail Division,
leading the retail bank in California and Arizona. Betty earned her bachelor’s
degree in psychology, with an emphasis in business from San Diego State
University. She received her Executive MBA from Pepperdine University in Finance
and Strategy, and is a graduate of the Consumer Banker’s Association Graduate
School of Retail Bank Management at University of Virginia, and a graduate of the
Bankcard Management School. In 2012, Betty earned her Doctorate in
Organizational Leadership from Pepperdine University. Betty has owned three
businesses in Southern California and one in South America, so she embodies the
spirit of entrepreneurship and a strong work ethic in her life.

In 2012 Betty was the executive sponsor in the creation of T.E.A.M. (Tools,
Education, Access and Mentoring), CB&T’s program which helps minority and

woman business-owners gain access to resources
to help their businesses grow
(www.calbanktrust.com/team).

She has been featured in many television and
radio stations as one of the top ranking women in
Financial Services in the United States. Betty is a
recipient of Pepperdine University’s American
Spirit Award for her outstanding professional
achievements and dedicated public service. She
was awarded a special recognition by the
Colombian government for her service to the
Colombian community in the United States.

In the last four years, Betty was highlighted as
Hispanic Business Magazine’s top 25 Corporate
Elite for 2010; she was awarded “Top Woman in
Finance” and listed amongst the most Powerful
Women in Finance by Women of Color Magazine.

Betty was also awarded the “Outstanding Public Service and Community Outreach
Latina Decade Award” by Para Todos Magazine. Locally, Century City’s Women’s
Business Council in Beverly Hills recognized her as “Woman of Achievement.” She
has recently received commendations from Dianne Feinstein and Lou Correa from
the U.S. Senate, and Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger for her efforts on behalf of
local businesses and having a great impact on the State of California.

A native of Colombia, South America, Betty came to the United States at the age
of 12, then grew up in Southern California; she speaks Spanish fluently. A mother of
three, she resides in Chino Hills, CA with her husband and her family.

months of expenses and another $50,000 for seven computers and a server).
u Introduce your team to the bank. When bankers lend money they like to get to

know the owners and managers of the company. Help your lender by providing a résumé
for each owner or key employee, describing their functions and responsibilities.

u Be prepared to provide collateral. SBA requires collateral to fully secure your loan
to the extent that it is available. If you are purchasing an owner-user commercial prop-
erty, the property will be used as collateral. If you are using the loan to finance other
business needs and you own a home, you will likely be asked to pledge it. SBA may also
request a lien on your business assets and may require life insurance on sole owners of
a business.

u Provide details of your credit history and credit score. Your credit score illus-
trates how well you handle your obligations. While your bank will, of course, run its own
credit report, you can prepare in advance by providing details on any potential issues
ahead of time. You can further prepare by researching your credit score using various
online sites.

u Gather copies of tax returns, financial statements and bank statements. While
it can be time consuming to assemble these documents, your bank will want to dive into
the many details of your business. One way to streamline the process is to provide a
complete package of your financial documents either in a hard or soft copy format. This
will help expedite the loan process.

u Explain how you’ll meet your projections. Think about how to sell your lender on
your vision and your forecasts for success. If customers have expressed a desire to do
business with you, give your lender a copy of their correspondence. Do your best to
prove to your lender that there’s a market for your product or service and that you can
make reasonable sales and expense projections.

u Expect questions and be patient. Your lender needs to truly understand your busi-
ness and your story and will appreciate your assistance in providing all the details that
will help. Your banker will likely be presenting your loan request to others in their organi-
zation, so he or she will need your help in making a case for getting your loan approved.
The process may take some time and may require that you provide additional details, so
it helps to be patient.

Finally, it may be possible to accelerate the process by selecting a bank that has been
designated by the SBA as part of its Preferred Lenders Program. That’s helpful because
Preferred Lenders often have the authority to approve your loan without submitting the
entire package to the SBA.

For more information on SBA loans – and on small business financing in general —
you can visit the SBA’s website at www.sba.gov and California Bank & Trust’s site at
www.calbanktrust.com

Member FDIC All loans subject to credit approval
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FAST FACTS
Cox Business is a division of Cox Communications, a Fortune 500 company with more than 6 million residential and commercial customers. The company offers high-speed

Internet services; switched voice and long-distance services; and dedicated voice, data, TV and transport services for home offices, small, medium and large-sized businesses,
school districts and hospitality, government and military properties in 28 markets across the nation.

For more information about the telecommunication solutions offered by Cox Business, visit www.cox.com or please call us at 866.906.9738.

How Cloud Voice Can Improve Your Business in 2014
n many ways, the responsibility of managing your small
business has become much more complicated in the last
several years: Consumers have become savvier,
competition has tightened and organizing marketing

efforts has grown more complicated. The days of small mom-and-
pop establishments operating in a local landscape are over, as
the age of an international playing field has dawned.

Of course, this has caused some frustrating growing pains for
many small businesses, who wonder how they can compete on a
global stage without bottomless reservoirs of funding and an extensive workforce.
Fortunately, several tools have emerged that can help even the youngest companies build
top-shelf business operations, and many of them are cloud based. 

Down from the cloud
In a few short years, the cloud has grown into one of the most useful and dynamic tools

for small businesses. It has allowed companies to store documents off site, capitalize on
costly software and create an extensive catalogue of all incoming and outgoing emails.

One new cloud capability, however, may turn out to be more important than all of those
other features. Cloud voice systems have become essential for companies that want to
control costs, increase stability and improve productivity. With a wealth of capabilities - and
the list is growing each day - these cloud-based systems make it possible for small
businesses to have the most cutting-edge tools at their fingertips, often without any
additional hardware or prohibitive upfront costs.

Leveling the field
In the past, small businesses often had a ceiling that kept them from getting too big or

more efficient. Without an infusion of capital or a stroke of unprecedented luck, most
businesses were constrained by their circumstances. However, inexpensive and easy-to-
use technology has changed this, and the cloud is the latest example. 

The cloud has become a necessary component in most businesses’ strategies. Cloud-
based telephone systems, which offer a bounty of features and greater convenience and
stability than traditional phone systems, are the latest in this line of improvements. Since
their inception, cloud voice systems have become essential components of tens of
thousands of businesses. However, the question remains: How do you know if cloud voice
is right for your business?

VoiceManager IP Centrex from Cox Business is an advanced cloud-based hosted VoIP
phone system that delivers business-grade voice service over Cox’s private network. It’s the
right answer for businesses looking for flexibility in their communications platform. Keep reading
below on how cloud voice systems like IP Centrex can optimize your business in 2014: 

Never lose information
Losing an essential voice mail or experiencing a disruption in phone service are two of

the biggest fears of many businesspeople. These potential snags can have serious
repercussions for a business’ bottom line and client relations.

Cloud-based voice systems like IP Centrex from Cox Business eliminate these risks.

Because they are managed through professional firms and carried
out over the internet, cloud voice systems are much more reliable
than traditional phone lines. Furthermore, because an archive of
all voice messages is kept and organized automatically,
permanently losing that all-important message is a worry of the
past.

Save money
With such important capabilities and features, you’d think that a

cloud-based telephone system would be prohibitively expensive for most small businesses.
However, with no special hardware required and few, if any, upfront costs, that is not the
case. VoiceManager IP Centrex from Cox Business has a single monthly fee and multiple
packages, which makes them perfect for cost-conscious small businesses. Cloud-based
systems in general, and cloud voice in particular, are great ways for businesses to reduce
overhead and save money. Because of this, almost every aspect of business operation is
likely to migrate to the cloud sooner rather than later.

Become more efficient
In addition to saving money, cloud-based phone systems like VoiceManager IP Centrex

can also help companies become more efficient. The role of business telephones has
changed radically over the past few years, which meant that phone systems have had to
become more complicated and difficult to use. Remotely accessible voicemail, elaborate
conference calls and call-forwarding technology are all essential for businesses, which has
often led to unwieldy, overly complicated phone systems. Cloud voice systems alleviate
many of these problems by creating a streamlined, professionally hosted infrastructure that
is much more easily managed than outdated phone systems.

Become more flexible
It’s not only phone systems that are changing, however. Most companies, especially small

ones, are operating in fundamentally different ways than their forebears. This is especially
evident in the growing number of off-site and freelance workers. While this situation has
helped companies operate on a more global, decentralized level, is has also made inter-
team communication more difficult.

This, too, can be solved with cloud-based phone systems. Regardless of where
employees are conducting business, they can use these phone systems to redirect phone
calls, convert voice mails into emails, use simple extensions and share numbers. For
executives, the impact of cloud voice systems on managing a remote workforce cannot be
overstated.

As business in the 21st century continues to evolve, tools like VoiceManager IP Centrex
from Cox Business can help small businesses stay up to speed and at the forefront of the
changes.

Will your business migrate to a cloud-based voice system in 2014? Talk to a Cox
Business Solutions Consultant to learn how Voice Manager IP Centrex can help improve
your business. Call 866.906.9738 or visit www.coxbusiness.com.

I
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he optimism of American investors waned in the fourth quarter, but investors
who are using a 401(k) are more optimistic than investors who are not,
according to research conducted by Wells Fargo and Gallup in November.
The quarterly Wells Fargo/Gallup Investor and Retirement Optimism Index
showed that optimism among retired and non-retired investors fell to +25, a

decline of eight points from +33 recorded in August. The drop in optimism among the
1,014 surveyed represents the largest fall of the index for the year.

Flagging investor optimism is linked to concerns about the overall economy;
however, the Gallup data also shows that non-retired investors who are in a 401(k) or
403(b) plan report the highest optimism level of all investors at +41, far surpassing the
+6 optimism level of non-retired investors who do not have a 401(k) plan.

The 401(k) plan is a device that allows for disciplined regular saving, and is closely
associated with the economic outlook of a person and the actual savings a person
accrues.

Having a plan puts into practice the natural savings intent that many Americans
already have. According to the Gallup research, 75 percent of investors surveyed this
fall said their saving and investing efforts are for the long term, with 53 percent citing
retirement as that long-range goal and 22 percent choosing a different long-range
priority.

Among investors with a 401(k) plan, 56 percent of non-retired Americans identify
“saving for retirement” as their main savings priority. That’s well above the 41 percent
of non-retired people without a workplace retirement plan who make retirement a
savings priority.

Stock market wariness continues
The one disconnect that I do see is the fact that investors are not sure of the benefits

of being invested in the stock market. According to our study, 62 percent of investors
say the stock market is “only fair” or “poor” as a way to grow assets for middle-class
Americans. However, investors — whether or not they realize it — are often invested in
the U.S. stock market, through contributions they are making to an employer-
sponsored retirement plan. Only 37 percent classified the market as an “excellent” or
“good” way for average Americans to grow assets.

And, despite 2013 historic gains in the stock market, when asked if looking at the
balance of their 401(k) plan was a happy experience, only 41 percent said that they felt
“more encouraged” while almost a third (28 percent) said they felt no reaction looking
at their balance. The market is up roughly 20 percent year over year. Balances have
grown. I would think that investors would derive more satisfaction seeing this growth,
but the truth is they are not. I think a big hurdle for people continues to be the concern
about risk that is a part of market investing.

As an industry, we need to continue to stress the importance of saving in combination
with proper asset allocation for an individual’s journey toward a financially secure
retirement. People need to consider investing their long-term savings in a manner
consistent with their long-term investment objectives and risk tolerance. An asset
allocation strategy consisting of a mix of stocks, bonds and money market instruments
with periodic review and re-balancing can help people achieve their investment and
retirement goals. This path requires some focus, planning and attention on the part of
investors.

The 401(k) plan is essential
The Gallup research conducted in November comes on the heels of our Wells Fargo

Middle Class Survey results that were released in October. In that study, results again
point to the positive effects of a 401(k) plan. Eighty percent of middle class Americans
between the ages of 25 and 60 labeled a 401(k) plan “essential” to saving enough to

T

Investor Optimism Varies Depending on 
Access to 401(k) Plan, Wells Fargo Study Finds
Maybe it’s time to provide a 401(k) plan to your employees

by Alan Epperson, Wells Fargo Business Banking President, Orange County

live comfortably in retirement. Women, in particular those between 30 and 39, voiced
the strongest support for this, with 91 percent viewing a 401(k) plan as “essential.”

In our study of middle class Americans, we found that those who have access to a
401(k) plan have saved a median amount that is three times that of those who have no
access to a plan. The key here is that the plan provides discipline and regularity so that
savings can be accumulated. Consider the response to a question we asked in our
survey about ability to save: 64 percent of those without access to a plan acknowledge
that they should save for more retirement but “just can’t seem to do it;” whereas only 38
percent of those with access to a plan felt the same. Nearly half (49 percent) of those
without access to a 401(k)-type plan say they will never retire, but will work until they
are too sick or die compared to 33 percent with access.

Given the positive impact of an employer-sponsored plan, we asked people to weigh
in on the idea of mandating these kinds of plans across the nation. Sixty-eight percent
of middle-class Americans favor requiring all U.S. businesses to offer a retirement plan
to all employees. However, about half (52 percent) think businesses should
automatically enroll employees in a workplace retirement plan. Middle class support
dropped to 32 percent when considering a law requiring all Americans to save at least 3
percent of annual earnings for retirement.

People also told us how they rely on a 401(k) plan to save and if it were no longer
available, they would replace it with something similar. Of middle class Americans with
access to an employer-sponsored plan, 81 percent said they would set up automatic
contributions to another savings plan, “like an IRA,” if their employer plan ended. That
tells me people see the benefit of having a dedicated account that can grow into a
retirement nest egg through regular, disciplined saving.

We’re heartened that people recognize the importance of saving early and regularly,
while acknowledging their need for help to get started and stay the course. My hope is
that as an industry and as a nation, we can soon make real headway on retirement as a
shared responsibility model so it is more achievable for Americans.

Alan Epperson
Alan Epperson is responsible for the business

banking operations of Wells Fargo in Orange County.
The group serves companies with annual revenues
between $2 million and $20 million. The group offers a
wide range of products to small business customers,
including lines of credit, business loans (including
SBA), commercial real estate loans, commercial
construction loans, credit cards, business deposit
accounts and treasury management.

Epperson manages a team of 85 bankers consisting
of area managers, business development officers,
commercial loan officers and business relationship
managers.

He joined Wells Fargo in 1989 and has been a part
of the Orange County Business Banking team since
that time. Prior to assuming his current role in 2003, Epperson held positions as an
Area Manager, Commercial Loan Officer, Credit Analyst and Business Banking
Officer.

Epperson earned a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration/Finance from
San Diego State University.

He serves on the board of the Illumination Foundation, which has a mission to
end the cycle of homelessness. Epperson is married with three daughters and lives
in Coto De Caza.

About Wells Fargo 
Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified, community-based

financial services company with $1.5 trillion in assets. Founded in 1852 and
headquartered in San Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments,
mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance through more than 9,000 stores,
12,000 ATMs, and the Internet (wellsfargo.com), and has offices in more than 35

countries to support the bank’s customers who conduct business in the global economy.
With more than 270,000 team members, Wells Fargo serves one in three households in
the United States. Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No. 25 on Fortune’s 2013
rankings of America’s largest corporations. Wells Fargo’s vision is to satisfy all our
customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially. Wells Fargo perspectives
are also available at blogs.wellsfargo.com. 
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s your company exposed to or at risk of fraud?
Are you losing money without even realizing it?

The typical U.S. business loses almost 5 percent of its revenue each year due to
corporate and employee fraud. Of these losses, small businesses rank the highest

in fraud frequency at a rate in excess of 30 percent. Private companies, which include small
businesses, have an even higher frequency which is in excess of 40 percent. Public
companies, governmental entities and nonprofit entities are not immune from corporate
fraud. While the overall frequencies are lower than those of small businesses at
approximately 30 percent, 15 percent and 19 percent, respectively, fraud still exists and
costs business owners and shareholders approximately $3.5 trillion dollars annually.

In a recent study conducted by the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), the
median financial loss caused by occupational fraud was $140,000. Twenty percent (20
percent) of these cases exceeded $1 million! The statistics reveal that the small business
owner does not have the proper tools or training to prevent fraud from occurring in their
workplace. Corporate fraud can cripple an organization and can be catastrophic at times. In
the ACFE study, the smallest companies suffered the largest median losses. These small
entrepreneurial companies typically do not have the anti-fraud controls of larger businesses
which increase their vulnerability to fraud.

Occupational fraud transcends an individual’s position within a company. Owners and top
management also commit fraud. Fraud committed by these owners and executives are
three times as costly as fraud committed by managers, and almost 10 times as costly as
fraud committed by employees. Owner and executive fraud averaged almost $600,000,
while the median loss caused by managers was $180,000, compared to $60,000 for
employees. In the ACFE study, executive-level fraud takes much longer to detect, and
consequently is more expensive to the organization. The longer an employee has worked
for a company, the higher the fraud losses tend to be. Fraud committed by an employee
with more than 10 years experience with that company had a median loss of almost
$230,000, while the median loss committed by some in their first year on the job was only
$25,000.

To more fully understand fraud and some of the general characteristics of those who
perpetrate fraud, it is important to understand the driving forces. The following chart is
commonly referred to as the “Fraud Triangle,” and was first identified by Sociologist Donald
Cressey.

The Fraud Triangle highlights three factors which are present for fraud to occur:

1. Incentive/Pressure: A financial need or difficulty can be one of the motives for
committing fraud. Examples include, an employee with a gambling problem or an employee
going through a divorce.
2. Attitude/Rationalization: The individual or employee perpetuating the fraud will

frequently rationalize the fraud. Such rationalization includes the idea that: a) the funds will
be repaid, b) the owners make enough money and they will never miss the amount or, c)
he/she is not paid enough, so it is deserved based on years of hard work and dedication.
3. Opportunity: The employee committing the crime identifies an internal control

weakness and believes no one will notice if money or merchandise is taken. Often times,
fraud will begin with a small amount. If it goes undetected or if no one notices, the amount
will usually grow larger and the frequency will increase.

How is fraud identified?
Most corporate fraud is likely to be detected internally by individual tips from employees

working at the company. Management reviews and internal audits are common forms of

I
How Much Money Are You Losing?

detection, but many small businesses do not have an internal audit function. In most cases,
the time lag for detecting fraud is in excess of 12 months from when the initial fraud
occurred.

In over 75 percent of the fraud cases studied in the ACFE survey, fraud is most commonly
committed by individuals working in the following departments: accounting, operations,
sales, executive or upper management, purchasing and customer service. As you can see,
this covers most areas in a typical business.

In businesses with less than 100 employees, an alarming 13 percent of fraud is detected
by accident. This indicates a clear lack of resources allocated to fraud prevention and
detection. Considering the number of smaller businesses, coupled with a general lack of
resources in this area, it is no surprise that these organizations have the most fraud
instances reported year after year.

What can you do as a business owner or finance executive to reduce the level of
fraud in your organization?

Knowing that fraud can occur and is occurring in your business is one thing, but what
can you do to mitigate the consequences?

Here are a few suggestions: Protect yourself at the front end by conducting a thorough
recruiting/hiring process which includes a formal background check. Improve your internal
control structure. Ensure that you have proper segregation of duties and well-defined
policies and procedures, such as mandatory vacation for all employees. Keep an eye on
your employees and their habits. Some of the common “red flags” include employees living
beyond their means, experiencing financial difficulties, unusually close association with
customers or vendors, and excessive control issues.

It was Benjamin Franklin who said, “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”
This is no more evident than in occupational fraud.

Establish an anonymous fraud hotline. This can increase the frequency of internal
employee tips. Statistics reveal that companies with fraud hotlines experience lower fraud
occurrences. Fraud hotlines are generally inexpensive to implement and can be a strong
deterrent. Offering individuals an anonymous way to report suspicious or unusual activity is
a key element to any anti-fraud program.

Conducting employee roundtables and instilling a proper “tone at the top” mentality goes
a long way. In these roundtable sessions, it is important to emphasize an anti-retaliation
policy for those identifying and bringing attention to the fraud occurrence.

Fraud awareness training for all levels within an organization is essential to well-
structured programs. Training programs should cover educational materials on what
constitutes fraud, the harmful effects of fraud, how to report suspicious activity within your
company and common behavioral traits of fraud. For companies that have implemented
such programs, losses have generally been lower than those with no programs in place.

Involve your CPA or accounting firm. Auditors are not required to seek out fraud, but CPA
professional standards require that auditors obtain an understanding of the internal control
environment during each audit.  External audits and financial statement reviews serve
important purposes to a company and offer a strong preventative measure, but uncovering
actual fraud is not the main goal. If you know that fraud is being perpetuated within your
business, you need to act immediately to reduce the impact.

Undoubtedly, smaller companies lack the resources for some of the more complex fraud
prevention and detection measures. However, simply involving an objective third party CPA
can be an excellent resource in the area of fraud detection and prevention. CPAs with
experience in this area can provide services to assist an organization of any size in its fraud
prevention and detection efforts. Implementing anti-fraud measures such as a company
code of conduct, required anti-fraud training and periodic review of controls and processes
can greatly increase a smaller company’s ability to prevent and detect fraud. This can often
be done at a marginal cost, especially when considering the potential financial impact of a
fraud scheme.

Gordon S. MacLean, CPA
Gordon MacLean is a Partner and the Director of Audit

Services at RJI. He has 28 years of experience, including 20
years at a Big 4 firm. In addition to heading the audit practice at
RJI, MacLean has performed numerous internal control
evaluations, Sarbanes-Oxley engagements, in additional to
various forensic and litigation support projects. MacLean can be
reached at 949.852.1600 or at gmaclean@rjicpas.com.

Sam Lahham, CPA, MBA, CFE
Sam Lahham is an Audit Senior Manager at RJI. In addition to

his CPA and MBA designations, Lahham is a Certified Fraud
Examiner and has conducted numerous forensic, fraud and
litigation support engagements. Lahham can be reached at
949.852.1600 or at slahham@rjicpas.com.

About RJI
Established in 1980, RJI specializes in audit, accounting, corporate and international

tax issues for publicly traded and privately held companies. RJI is PCAOB registered
and the Southern California member firm of DFK International, the 10th largest
accounting network.
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he year 2015 is just around the
corner. For many in healthcare, that
year will be a turning point in our
nation’s history, since it marks the

official beginning of the paperless era.
It has been a work in progress, with much

headway made since September 2010, when
the U.S. government released the final, long-
awaited details on the specific rules and
regulations associated with the shift toward an
electronic healthcare system, as per the
previously announced 2009 American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

Initially, in February 2009, the ARRA was
passed into law by Congress. A component of
the Obama Administration’s overall economic
stimulus plan, the ARRA calls for more than
$29 billion in incentives to be dedicated to the
HIT sector, pursuant to the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act (HITECH). This includes more than $19
billion allocated to aid healthcare entities as
they strive to advance their operations through
the implementation of HIT solutions. A portion of that amount – $17.2 billion – has been
allocated to HIT infrastructure relating to Medicare/Medicaid incentives for physicians and
hospitals.

The portions of the stimulus plan dedicated to Federally Qualified Healthcare Centers
($1.5 billion) and Indian Health Services ($85 million) commenced distribution during the
second half of 2009. Quality Systems was already experienced in these areas, having
served each for the past 18 years. The majority of the funds allocated under the stimulus
plan tied into physician incentives began at the onset of 2011 when those physicians that
demonstrated “Meaningful Use” (government-approved use) of EHR on a government-
certified system. While the definition of “meaningful use” and the standards for government
certification were finalized in late 2010, Quality Systems was already well-positioned to
meet the long-awaited requirements. The definitions include, among others: e-prescribing
capability; the ability to electronically exchange health information to improve quality and
promote care coordination; and the capability to report on clinical quality measures. Stage
2 Meaningful Use criteria were also recently established. All the incentives will continue to
be offered to the medical community through 2015.

Already, much of the industry has shifted toward transitioning to electronic health records
(EHR). In fact, 2/3 of our nation’s physicians have already adopted to EHR.

Quality Systems, a pioneer in helping medical practices automate their businesses,
already serves more than 4,000 practices and hospitals, which spans in excess of 80,000
physicians and dentists.

Nearly 40 years ago, Quality Systems chairman, Sheldon Razin, identified the need for
automating medical and dental practices; a vision he first saw in the 1970s and a path he
and senior management have been carefully plotting since the company’s inception.

Quality Systems and its NextGen Healthcare subsidiary develop and market computer-
based EHR, practice management and revenue cycle management applications as well as
connectivity products and services for medical and dental group practices and small
hospitals. The company is a leader in the EHR sector, and its products are CCHIT
Certified®, meaning they have been certified for use by the Certification Commission for
Health Information Technology, a leading independent, 501(c)3 nonprofit organization with
the public mission of accelerating the adoption of robust, interoperable health information
technology. The Commission has been certifying electronic health record technology since
2006.

Paperless Prowess
Throughout 2012, ARRA incentives were provided to those physicians and medical

practices that adopted implementation of EHR and incorporated systems that communicate
with each other to keep patient information confidential, seamless, current and interactive
amongst all constituents including healthcare providers, payors and patients.

The extraordinary sea-change that is occurring in our healthcare system will positively
impact how medicine is practiced, paid for, reimbursed and delivered in our country.
Healthcare providers are already recognizing the enormous opportunities afforded them by
partaking in the incentive program and are swift to realize the financial benefits.

Healthcare providers that participated in early EHR adoption were eligible to receive up
to $44,000. According to the ARRA, physicians that are entitled to the full $44,000 each will
see these dollars distributed annually in five increments. Currently, 20 percent of the
nation’s healthcare systems have adopted EHR. It is the U.S. government’s intent that the
remaining 80 percent will operate on electronic medical platforms by the desired 2015
date. Medicare reimbursement penalties for non-compliant HIT adoption begin in 2015.
The government believes 75 percent of the stimulus spending will have occurred between
2011 and 2013. That said, we are still smack dab in the heart of the process.

Arming the Forces
Quality Systems has been preparing for this dynamic period, and over the past few years

has been dedicated to expanding its network through the hiring of additional employees to

prepare. The growth in its employee network
was due to the vast opportunities that lie ahead
in the HIT sector.

To prepare, the company added staff across
its sales, marketing, implementation and
training departments. In addition, the company
completed several acquisitions of
complementary platforms to help arm itself
with the capabilities necessary to serve this
changing healthcare electronic marketplace.
Now, with 2,400 employees worldwide, Quality
Systems is well-armed with a team that stands
ready to provide all the key tools needed to
succeed in this paperless landscape.

The Right Prescription
In anticipation of the release of the

government’s final regulations, Quality
Systems has restructured the company
operationally, establishing several clearly
defined business units and appointing
experienced leadership to head each of them.
These strategic initiatives allowed Quality

Systems and its team to capitalize on what is expected to be a substantial opportunity
for capturing additional market share amid this growing electronic healthcare landscape.

With the increased need and demand for EHRs resulting from the ARRA, Quality
Systems spent the past several years preparing by:

u Ramping up its sales and training staff
u Completing seven acquisitions in three years to round out the scope of its 

product and service offering in preparation of the upcoming sea-change in 
healthcare

u Increasing employee base by hundreds, bringing the current employee base to 
2,400

u Creating five divisions from two – medical, dental, electronic data interchange 
(EDI), RCM and acute care

u Appointing new management members to enhance the senior leadership team
u Ensuring delivery of ancillary products and services that complement its 

award-winning EHR solution
With a strengthened management team and specifically defined business units, Quality

Systems is well positioned to serve the market with its innovative portfolio of products and
services that cater to meeting the evolving needs of a changing healthcare delivery system.
Its 26 different plug-and-play modules span all physician specialties for EHR and are
believed to be the broadest offering in the sector. Its award-winning products and services
bring cutting-edge solutions to users.

Looking ahead, Quality Systems continues to reach a diversified customer base
through cutting-edge offerings of multiple innovative products and services that cater to
medical, dental and ambulatory practices, as well as small hospitals.

From its various business units, the company creates customized solutions based on
the individual needs of its rapidly growing client base, whether it is a small hospital, a
management services organization, a growing dental enterprise, a large physician group
practice or an expansive health system.

HIT: The Root of it All
During its nearly 40 years in operation, the vision to automate medical and dental

practices has become a successful reality through organic growth and acquisition.
Today, that reality continues to guide the company and shape both the HIT sector as
well as the nation’s future electronic-based healthcare delivery system.

Quality Systems’ growth is continually recognized, and it is considered among the
fastest-growing HIT companies in the sector by investment community analysts, third-
party organizations and industry trade associations. Quality Systems ranked again on
Forbes’ list of “America’s 200 Best Small Companies” – recognized for the 12th
consecutive year. In addition, the company ranked again on Forbes’ list of “America’s
Fastest-Growing Tech Companies.” It also has earned several American Business
Awards, International Business Awards and BestinBiz awards for its management and
team efforts, innovative solutions and marketing strides.

After its reorganization and preparation for the future opportunities that lie ahead,
Quality Systems is optimally positioned to capture additional market share and capitalize
on the immediate right-place, right-time opportunity afforded it by the ARRA.

As the company remains focused on aiding physicians, medical groups and dental
practices as they enter the digital age by presenting them with next-generation products
and services, it expects the years ahead will be filled with continually advancing
technologies and much broader EHR adoption.

The digitalization of healthcare has arrived and Quality Systems – with its nearly four
decades of vision, excellence and a reputation for delivering incomparable solutions – is
a key proponent in helping so many players participate in the path to going paperless.

For more information, please contact Quality Systems Inc. at 949.255.2600 or visit
www.qsii.com.

T

U.S. Healthcare System’s Rapid Road to Digitalization
Orange County electronic medical records leader helps physicians, 

hospitals and dentists prepare for the paperless platform
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o maintain a competitive edge, it’s critical for a business to know where it stands
financially. One approach is benchmarking, which shows how your company is
performing and where you can improve. In this process, management selects
benchmarks, or metrics, to measure your company’s performance against your own
past performance or against other, similar businesses.

The benchmarking process begins with creating baseline
performance measures, which can then be tracked internally over
time or compared externally to similar businesses. Internal
benchmarking, or tracking your own performance, is your guide to
weaknesses and opportunities within your operation. If, for
example, your long-term debt-to-equity ratio is rising,
benchmarking will alert you early so that you can determine why
it’s happening and how to bring it back into proper alignment.
External benchmarking helps you understand how companies like
yours have performed, which is especially useful when compared
to companies in the same industry with similar customers. Obtaining reliable and useful
information is obviously important; be wary of the source and content of any benchmarking
studies you review. For example, national benchmarking may not be useful for a local or
regional company because practices within an industry vary widely across the country.

The specific benchmarks should be those that have the most effect on your company. There
are a wide range of metrics to measure, dependent upon industry, company structure and
other factors, such as:

u A comparison of estimates to historical averages using a three- to five-year period
u How gross profit compares to historical averages
u How year-to-date profit compares to historical averages
u How labor costs have changed
u Fixed and variable overhead comparisons to similar-sized companies
u Materials and equipment costs for companies in your industry
Once you’ve established your benchmarks, you’ll need to assemble the data needed to

measure them. Make sure that you’re working with complete information that is relevant to
what you’re measuring. A single financial statement from five years ago won’t provide an
accurate representation of what you were doing back then, and a marketing summary that
predicts doubling your gross revenues next year isn’t a reliable guide to the future.

When you’ve collected all the information, keep it together — benchmarking should become
a regular part of your financial operations. If you report financial information every quarter,
benchmark every quarter, too.

Jodi Ristrom is partner-in-charge of Business Assurance Services at HMWC CPAs &
Business Advisors in Tustin. Ph. 714.505.9000, www.hmwccpa.com.

T

Improve Your Company’s Performance
with Benchmarking

by Jodi Ristrom, Partner, HMWC CPAs & Business Advisors

Embarking on a Business Venture 
is Only the Beginning

hatever the mind can conceive and believe, the mind can achieve.” – Napoleon
Hill. It is with a similar mindset that many entrepreneurs embark on business
ventures that overcome all risks and obstacles put in their path. Much in the
same as the business venture President/CEO Gary Standel launched to
change the modes of private air charter over 25 years ago.

Founded in 1987, West Coast Aviation Services began as a small startup charter
company with only a single turbo-prop
aircraft. The company focused on providing
charters to local Orange County developers
and businessmen. Within its first two years,
the company gained altitude by being
granted a Multi-Aircraft Air Carrier
Certificate and expanding its fleet. Over the
next several years, West Coast Aviation
Services established itself and its
subsidiaries — West Coast Charters, West
Coast West Coast Aircraft Maintenance,
West Coast Aircraft Sales and West Coast
Aircraft Shares — as one of Orange
County’s leading full-service aviation
companies.

Today, the Aircraft Charter Division maintains
one of the largest and most diverse fleets in Southern
California. With over 25 different aircraft ranging from light to heavy jets (including
Challengers, Citations, Hawkers, Learjets and Premiers) and King Air turboprops — with
such amenities as WiFi and DirectTV — every angle for the customer is covered to ensure
a reliable and remarkable experience.

In addition to the growing Aircraft Charter Division, the Regional Fractional Shares
Program now boasts over 95 owners whose travels needs are met with the substantial King
Air fleet. The company’s unique and progressive program attracts clients who are not
interested in full ownership, but are looking for optimized solutions for their personal and
business travel needs primarily in the Western United States, Mexico and Canada.

Now over 25 years later, a company with a humble beginning that built itself on referral-
based advertising, a reputation for outstanding services, honesty and integrity has
established itself as the leading full-service aviation company in Orange County. Since the
beginning, the company’s main goal has been to provide a safe, comfortable and personal
experience for each and every customer. It is with this mindset and continued success that
West Coast Aviation Services continues to inspire future entrepreneurs. Congratulations to
this year’s Excellence in Entrepreneurship Awards nominees!

19711 Campus Drive, Suite 150, Santa Ana, CA 92707
800.352.6153 | www.wcas.aero | info@wcas.aero

W
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Why Teach Teenagers 
Entrepreneurship?

TEA was established in the summer of
2012. More than 100 high school students
from 10 states and two countries have
attended. TEA is a hands-on training
program for high school students who want
to learn entrepreneurship, business
principles and how to start their own
businesses. Students spend one week at
the university living, learning and working
on their business startup plans. The next
Academy is July 13-19, 2014.

A 2011 national Gallup survey of high
schoolers found that:

u 86 percent wished they had more 
business classes

u 7 out of 10 said they want to start their 
own business

Helping teenagers embrace
entrepreneurship yields practical life skills,
financial awareness, and priceless rewards
for them to succeed in business and life.
TEA is another step in teenagers climbing
that ladder of their own success,
empowering them to pursue their dreams.

A study of 1,217 5th through 12th
graders in the U.S. shows that many
students have the entrepreneurial
aspiration and energy they need to build a
business that will survive, grow and employ
others. – 2012 Gallup-HOPE Index

Five Reasons to Teach High School
Students Entrepreneurship
1. Job Creation & Economic Growth.

Entrepreneurship stimulates job creation
and prepares teenagers for the business
success.
2. Real World Experience. Teaching

entrepreneurship provides a real world
touchstone, connecting theory, critical
thinking and analysis with real world
situations. 
3. Curriculum Missing From High

School. Business, economics and
entrepreneurship are missing from most
high schools where these subjects should

t’s never too early to teach teens business,” according to Stephen Christensen,
founder of Concordia University’s Teen Entrepreneur Academy (TEA), who also
serves as entrepreneurship instructor and dean of the School of Business. With
the ever-changing and highly competitive global economy creating new standards

of employment, entrepreneurship has become not only popular, but essential for job
creation and growth. Business leaders acknowledge the relevance and importance of
entrepreneurship as an educational and economic catalyst, making the need for youth
entrepreneurship programs more evident than ever. And what better environment to host
TEA than entrepreneurial Orange County, a hotbed of technology, innovation and business
startups. TEA fosters the development of a business-savvy workforce that ultimately
supports the region’s and America’s economic vitality. It’s the ideal training for the next
generation of entrepreneurs and CEOs who possess a free enterprise and self-
responsibility mindset.

Each generation goes further than the generation preceding it because it stands on the
shoulders of that generation. – Ronald Regan

I

continued on page B-44
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CONCORDIA
continued from page B-40

first be introduced.
4. Applied Learning. Students

experience the challenges of starting their
own businesses, learning from “hands-on”
experience.

5. College Preparation. One in three
U.S. high school students drop out – that’s
7,000 students every day; 81 percent of
dropouts report they would have stayed in
school if it were more relevant.

“There is $140 trillion in untapped global
GDP up for grabs between now and 2040.
Our youth — 30 million people 8-18 years
old — represent the up-and-coming
economic energy America will need in the
highly competitive global marketplace.” –
Jim Clifton, CEO, Gallup

Business leaders can ignite economic
energy earlier and more intentionally in
teenagers, closing the gap between
entrepreneurial aspirations in youth and
the lack of universal access to
business/entrepreneurship education and
practical work experience. TEA restores
teenagers’ career hope, showing them how
to get started while providing them the
resources and support they need to be
successful.

Students experience a low-risk way to
launch a business. Successful
entrepreneurs and faculty teach/mentor
students with step-by-step advice,
equipping the next generation of
entrepreneurs, young men and women of
character and integrity.

America’s future depends on the success
of our teenagers, yet more than 1.2 million
students drop out of high school each year,
restricting themselves to a near certain
lifetime of economic hardship and
jeopardizing our nation’s competitiveness.
For America’s youth to have the
opportunity to achieve financial success,
they must first be empowered to navigate
today’s economic complexities.

“Every generation needs a new
revolution.” – Thomas Jefferson

Support the teen entrepreneur
revolution. TEA defines success as
“having confidence, the ability to
communicate, and joyfully using passion
and vision to generate cash flow and
provide service to others.” Please explore
TEA, consider the implications and
determine what your role might be.

Learn more: www.cui.edu/tea or
stephen.christensen@cui.edu,
949.214.3198.
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1st Pacific Capital, Aliso Viejo
Jason Tobin, CEO

The founders of 1st Pacific Capital have over 20 years of
combined mortgage experience. The company’s expert
consultants use their knowledge and ethics to tailor a loan
program that will make sense for their clients’ financial futures.
As CEO, Jason Tobin is responsible for developing a strategic
plan to advance the company’s mission and objectives and to
promote revenue, profitability and growth as an organization.
Under Tobin’s leadership, 1st Pacific Capital has been
recognized on the Orange County Business Journal’s 2013 list of
Fastest Growing Private Companies.

29 Prime Inc., Irvine
Russell Wallace, Co-Founder/CEO

Russell Wallace is someone who is always thinking about new
business ideas and how he can make them happen. Initially,
Wallace was not involved with SEO, despite it now being the
focus of his company, 29 Prime. At age 19, after undergoing
open-heart surgery, he started his own multi-million dollar
mortgage company and employed hundreds of people
throughout the area. Unfortunately, he would have to withdraw
from the company a few years later in order to undergo treatment
when diagnosed with leukemia. He survived leukemia and in
2007, Wallace founded a small company that re-sold the
products of an existing SEO company, planting the seeds for 29 Prime. 29 Prime Inc.
has received several notable recognitions including being named the fastest-growing
private company in 2012 by the Orange County Business Journal.

AccuSpeechMobile, Irvine
Bob Bova, CEO/President

Bob Bova is an entrepreneur extraordinaire. With more than 20
years of experience in successfully leading technology
organizations, Bova stepped in as Vangard
Voice/AccuSpeechMobile CEO in 2001. A venture-backed
company, Vangard Voice develops software for the voice
recognition market. Bova took the company from a start-up to an
emerging growth company in raising capital, beta testing the
product with customers, and from a finished product to launch.
He successfully implemented a sales and marketing strategy
that has led Vangard Voice/AccuSpeechMobile to be profitable
quarter after quarter. In sales quest, Bova has open working relationships with
Ingram, Avnet and is very active in selling their products to the reseller channel.

Adaptive Medias Inc., Irvine
Qayed Shareef, CEO

Qayed Shareef’s 18 years of experience in digital marketing
and advertising led him to form Adaptive Media as an exclusive
source for quality digital distribution for brand advertisers. Prior
to founding Adaptive, Shareef served as the EVP/general
manager for Traffic Marketplace’s Ad Network. During his tenure,
the network consistently ranked in the top 10 networks for reach,
while working with both Fortune 500 advertisers and comScore
top 1000 sites. At TMP, he launched their first mobile network in
2008, which successfully rose to become 20 percent of the
network’s revenue in 2011. Prior to his role at Traffic
Marketplace, Shareef co-founded and was the COO for Premier Group Services,
which was one of the largest independent real estate services companies in Orange
County.

All Green Electronics Recycling, Tustin
Arman Sadeghi, CEO

Arman Sadeghi has created and propagated an environmentally
friendly business, and in doing so has effectively minimized
electronic waste throughout the state of California and beyond.
Under Sadeghi’s direction, All Green provides e-waste solutions to
corporations, government entities, and large and small businesses.
Sadeghi founded All Green in 2008 after watching a 60 Minutes
episode on global e-waste pollution. Through his leadership,
Sadeghi has revolutionized the e-waste management industry and
has helped All Green earn a place on the Inc. 500 Fastest Growing
Companies List. He also devotes time to speak at industry
conferences, discussing and educating individuals and companies on the benefits of
responsible e-waste recycling and the practice of data security.

Alternative Divorce Solutions, Newport Beach
Lani Baron, Attorney/Mediator/Founder

Lani Baron, attorney-mediator, is the owner and founder of
Alternative Divorce Solutions. She started her career at a small
law firm that facilitated out of court settlements for family law and
corporate law cases. Her work at this firm drove her passion for
mediation, and as a result, she moved to California to study at
Pepperdine’s Straus Institute. Baron’s passion is geared toward
helping others and that goal helped her excel at Whittier Law
School. Immediately after graduation, Baron took on the role of
owner and head attorney mediator at the Center for Mediated
Divorce, where she helped hundreds of couples in settling their divorces peacefully.

Baron then opened up Alternative Divorce Solutions which offers mediated divorce,
team mediation, pre-marital agreements, post-marital agreements and estate
planning. As a result, she has helped hundreds of couples preserve their dignity and
finances while peacefully settling their divorces.

Alteryx, Irvine
Dean Stoecker, Chairman/CEO

Dean Stoecker has been responsible for the overall vision and
execution of the Alteryx’s strategic goals. His leadership and
motivational skills, along with his ability to create, communicate
and realize a vision, are a driving force behind the steady, 20+
percent annual growth rates of Alteryx over the last decade.
Alteryx was started in 2010 by data management industry
innovators Stoecker, Ned Harding and Olivia Adams. Together,
they shared a common vision of solving complex business
decisions with data. Through Stoecker’s leadership, Alteryx
Analytics is one of the leading big data analytics tools on the
market and has become the industry’s leader in data and advanced analytics. In
2013, Alteryx was named the winner in the Cloud Computing category for the
Orange County Technology Alliance High-Tech Innovation Awards.

Altinex Inc., Brea
Jack Gershfeld, CEO

In 1982, when Jack Gershfeld was an engineer at Conrac, IBM
introduced a PC with a TTL video output (CGA), and was asked if
it would be possible to convert this output to be compatible with
Conrac monitors. Gershfeld designed and built a prototype that
accomplished the task. When Gershfeld approached the president
of Conrac with the prototype, he did not think it would be a
successful product. Gershfeld disagreed, but put the product
aside. In 1983, Gershfeld injured his hip and had to stay home for
months. He remembered the product he designed and on a whim,
put a small ad in AV Magazine. The telephone rang and Hoffman
Video Systems placed their first order. Soon, Gershfeld found that Hoffman wasn’t the
only company looking for this solution and a new product was born. Celebrating its 21st
anniversary, Gershfeld has received over 25 patents and created several hundred new
products that are innovative, exciting and beneficial to the AV industry.

American Finance Solutions LLC, Anaheim
Scott Griest, CEO

American Finance Solutions LLC (AFS) is one of the fastest-
growing merchant cash advance companies for small and
mid-sized businesses. AFS is interested in helping to build
businesses through custom-tailored, low-risk funding programs
with flexible repayment options. Scott Griest has helped
transform the merchant cash industry by providing total
transparency into an industry often plagued by a low level of
professionalism. Griest believes that each and every customer
engagement must be handled as unique, avoiding the one-size-
fits-all approach. Under Griest’s leadership, AFS has made a
positive mark on the industry by putting their clients’ needs first. He and his team
ensure that all customer contracts best suit the business’s strengths and scope,
which ultimately leads to a high percentage of repeat business. The ultimate mission
of the company is to help small businesses, the backbone of the economy, grow.

American Handforge, Irvine
Eric Albert, President

American Handforge specializes in manufacturing quality
aluminum, titanium and stainless steel open die forgings in the
aerospace, defense, industrial, electronic, semiconductor and
nuclear industries. The management of American Handforge
(AHF) has over 100 years of accumulative experience in the
aluminum hand forging industry. Eric Albert began in the forging
industry when he was 10 years old, working for his father every
summer learning the business and the art of forging aluminum.
In 1997 unbeknownst to Albert, his father sold his business.
Even though the new owners had made Albert president of the
company, he decided to go into business himself. In 2001, selling everything he had
to raise capital, American Handforge was started. Since inception, American
Handforge has continued to grow year after year, even during the slow economy. In
2013, a 20 percent growth was realized and in 2014, projected growth is estimated
at 30 percent over last year.

Animation Vertigo, Irvine
Marla Rausch, Founder/CEO

Since its founding in 2004, Animation Vertigo has maintained a
topnotch reputation in the entertainment industry. The highly
sought-after international business has remained the first and
only motion capture company to utilize the talent and resources
of world-class artists and editors in the Philippines. Rausch and
her team of artists provide motion capture and animation
services for leading video games and movies such as Call of
Duty Black Ops 1 and 2, Guardians of Middle-Earth, Heavy
Rain, and A Christmas Carol. Animation Vertigo’s team of 40
works with leading entertainment industry brands including
Warner Brothers, Activision® and Quantic Dream™. Rausch is a true leader in the
topic of outsourcing in the entertainment industry.

2014 NOMINEES
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Austin Taylor Inc., Irvine
Ron Viggiano, President

Ron Viggiano embodies the spirit of American entrepreneurship.
Known by his peers and clients as a hard worker, Viggiano makes
custom clothes for a number of the captains of industry in Orange
County. An impressive feat considering the company’s typical sale
is made one-on-one at the client location in which Viggiano
personally advises customers on the smallest details of the clothes
he designs. In 2008, Austin Taylor Inc. relocated from Anaheim to
Irvine. Due the difficult economy, the company was close to going
out of business. Viggiano took a huge risk by buying out his
partner. While 2009 and 2010 were survival years, Viggiano
persevered and did all he could to best service his clients and find new business.

Avadencia, Laguna Beach
Michael Saddik, President

Michael Saddik is an accomplished strategic executive and
brings over 20 years of extensive domestic and international
experience. Relocating to Orange County in 2005 from the Silicon
Valley, Saddik started numerous technology corporations in the
Orange County area. During times when the economy was
struggling and most entrepreneurs were having a difficult time
striving, Saddik succeeded in starting companies that have gone
on to grow in value. Currently he is working on a joint venture with
another serial entrepreneur called Avadencia. Avadencia is a
cloud-based project forecasting company. Although the company is
under a year old, it already has a successful product in the industry and has received
positive reactions from some of the largest heavy construction firms.

B Scene Advertising Agency, Corona Del Mar
Caren Lancona, CEO

Caren Lancona started her business 30 years ago as a teenager
and has weathered the storm of two major recessions. She started
in sports marketing, originally starting the company as Cal Sports
Productions and later renaming it to B Scene Agency. The
company has survived the test of time and has found a stable
place focusing on advertising and TV production. Lancona sold
everything she owned to keep the company going from 2009 to
2012 and has been rebuilding the company and repurchasing
startup companies that she built and sold to keep B Scene going.
She recently repurchased the company, Just Friends, which she
had previously built into a multi-million dollar business. Lancona also recently
repurchased OCpartypics.com, a company she built, to tie in with her repurchase of
Just Friends. Lancona is also the executive producer of her own TV shows, and
performs the writing, production and full TV show packaging of Lee Ann Canaday’s TV
show RE/MAX Fine Homes.

B. B. Graham & Co., Orange
Bruce Graham, President/CEO/Founder

At the age of 23, Bruce Graham had the foresight and business
acumen to create a different style of brokerage firm, one that
operated without a “professional veil” between the business and
clients. Graham built his firm around outstanding investment
professionals with veteran experience, and sound investment
principles. B. B. Graham & Co provides its registered
representatives the resources, training and support needed to
develop long relationships with clients. Investment vehicles offered
through B. B. Graham & Co include mutual funds, stocks, bonds,
annuities, insurance products, alternate investments and a wide
range of managed accounts. Advisory portfolios are designed to help provide flexibility
for clients to pursue their financial goals.

B. toffee, Irvine
Betsy Thagard, Founder

After years of passionate experimenting to create a toffee that
would combine only the finest, freshest and most natural
ingredients, Betsy Thagard created her perfect toffee — B. toffee.
She shared her handcrafted toffee with family and friends for
months before they urged her to introduce it to the world, so in
2009, B. toffee made its debut at local specialty markets. With a
core audience, strong following and ever-growing customer base,
Thagard has turned a passion into a profitable business. She’s
been featured in Redbook, RIVERA, the Daily Pilot, the Newport
Beach Independent and the OC Register. Simultaneously, B.
toffee has experienced consistent growth since the company was founded and is on
track to continue the growth in 2014. Today, B. toffee can be found nationwide, with
premiere placement at the country’s most noted gourmet markets and specialty stores,
as well as online.

Baking Betty’s, Costa Mesa
Emily Osterberg, President

Emily Osterberg, founder and smiling face of Baking Betty’s, is a
native of Minnesota. Osterberg left her home in 2005 and moved
to Southern California to become an entrepreneur. Determined to
find her passion in life, she took her mother’s advice to pursue her
goals and was always inspired by the words of Ralph Waldo
Emerson, “Do not go where the path may lead. Instead go where

there is no path and leave a trail.” With that in mind, she opened Baking Betty’s in 2009
and has been full speed ahead ever since. Osterberg’s love of baking began early in life
in her mother’s kitchen, where she and her mom enjoyed baking cookies together. She
learned all the family recipes, including her grandmother’s specialty, the classic
chocolate chip cookie, one of Baking Betty’s favorites. To this day, Osterberg spends
hours baking in her commercial kitchen, constantly creating new exciting recipes.

BeachCandy Swimwear, Corona del Mar
Brittany Barber, Owner/Designer

Brittany Barber attended Pratt Institute in New York City with the
dedicated goal of designing and selling luxurious, high-end
swimwear. Her dream was realized in March 2011 when
BeachCandy Swimwear opened its doors to customers in Corona
del Mar. Within her first year, Barber outperformed her weekly and
monthly sales goals. Women from around the world visit the
BeachCandy boutique or shop online to purchase one-of-a-kind,
ready-made swimwear. Barber’s highly personalized approach to
fitting women in swimwear enhances the experience. Making sure
each and every curve is supported and the client leaves feeling
empowered by how she looks and feels. BeachCandy is constantly expanding with
distribution to shops and hotels internationally and the opening of a second store is
possibly on the horizon.

BeautyMark Organics, Corona del Mar
Jenna Lobos, Founder/Owner

Ten years ago, Jenna Lobos was in a career that was financially
sufficient, but left her feeling trapped and unfulfilled. Lobos craved
to tap into the feminine creative flow that was being blocked by the
unnecessary anxieties of her mundane job and life. She found relief
when she was introduced to a mind and body practice, which helps
to balance the body and release negativities of the past. Lobos
finally found the courage to leave her decade-long career and
began her entrepreneurial journey by revisiting her teenage
interests: beauty, health and well-being. After becoming a certified
natural health practitioner and starting an organic airbrush tanning
business, Lobos eventually developed BeautyMark Organics, a paraben-free face and
body care line. Lobos grew BeautyMark Organics with her passion to encourage
women to feel beautiful from the inside out.

Behavioral Health Works, Garden Grove
Dr.Robert Douk, Founder/CEO

Dr. Robert Douk is a psychologist, philanthropist and
entrepreneur who is transforming the field of psychology through
his innovative approach and desire to better care for patients. He
began Behavioral Health Works (BHW) in 2008 out of his kitchen
with two part-time therapists and a budget of less than $2,000 of
his own personal savings. Without the help of investors or bank
loans, BHW has grown to over 125 therapists serving more than
275 families daily in Orange County alone. He single-handedly
developed the innovative clinical program that is certified by the
California Department of Education and the Regional Center of
Orange County. BHW now offers its services to most of the primary health insurance
carriers and is currently branching out into six more states.

Blytheco, Laguna Hills
Stephen P. Blythe, CEO/President

Stephen P. Blythe is CEO and founder of Blytheco. After several
years with PW, Blythe transitioned to Ernst & Whinney (now Ernst
& Young), and established a micro computer consulting group in
the Newport Beach office. He had the opportunity to develop
several main frame applications including random number
generators and tools to allow auditing through computer versus
around a computer. Blythe saw the growing demand for automated
accounting procedures and financial reporting in the middle market.
With the desire to own his own business and create solutions to
automate his clients’ accounting tasks and procedures, the concept
of Blytheco was born. Blythe has grown Blytheco from a one-person operation in 1980
to over 100 employees. Today, Blytheco has offices throughout the U.S. and has
achieved Sage’s Partner of the Year title along with numerous industry awards under
Blythe’s leadership.

Bolt Public Relations, Irvine
Caroline Callaway, President/Founder

In 2007, when she was in her 20’s, Caroline Callaway began on
her entrepreneurial journey. Callaway opened Bolt Public Relations
out of a spare bedroom in her condo. She had a vision of what a
PR agency could be — a fun, warm, welcoming partner for
businesses of all sizes to be re-energized by their potential and
reach new levels of growth. The first few years of the business
were filled with sweat and tears. To start, it was a recession and
Callaway consistently had people hang up on her because she
“sounded young.” Despite this, she persevered and now just seven
years later, Callaway leads a national, award-winning agency with
offices and full-time staff in Irvine, Calif.; Raleigh, N.C.; and Dallas, Texas. Bolt PR
represents nationally recognized brands that include Apricot Lane Boutiques, ARS
Heating & Air Conditioning, Orangetheory Fitness, Renaissance ClubSport, Rockview
Farms, Rubio’s, Smashburger and Winder Farms.
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BookPal LLC, Irvine
Tony DiCostanzo, President

BookPal was founded in 2005 in Irvine, Calif. as a bookseller
focused on health titles for businesses, health plans and
government agencies. In 2009, the company broadened its focus
and continues to rapidly expand. From the very beginning, the
company’s vision was to make bulk book purchasing as easy as
possible for corporations and educational institutions. BookPal now
has over 3 million books available in bulk. In 2010, BookPal was
featured as a company to watch in Publisher’s Weekly. The
company was ranked as #3 on the Orange County Business
Journal’s Fastest Growing Private Companies List. In addition,
BookPal was ranked #350 on the Inc. 500 list in 2012 and #519 in 2013. President Tony
DiCostanzo was also recognized in OC Metro’s 40 under 40 in 2011.

Boston Medical Group, Costa Mesa
Daniel Ha, President

Daniel Ha grew up during the tumultuous Vietnam War. In an
attempt to shield their 17-year-old son from the upheaval, Ha’s
parents placed him on a refugee boat. Upon landing, he was
placed in a detention camp and, two years later, received refugee
status after which he accepted a position as an interpreter with an
Australian doctor working in the camp. It was this opportunity that
inspired him to pursue an education in medicine. Ha arrived in
Australia in 1983 and worked as a postman to put himself through
school. During rotations, it was the area of andrology that
resonated with him. Ha’s entrepreneurial spirit led him to build a
thriving practice in Australia with 50 clinics across the country. After this success, Ha
soon launched Boston Medical Group (his first clinic specialist was from Boston). His
idea was to give men full medical workups to find the source of patients’ problems and
offer treatment tailored for them. Today, the organization boasts 22 offices across the
U.S. and has expanded beyond men’s sexual health to include anti-aging treatments
that include reversing low testosterone.

Business Communications Solutions, Irvine
Sunny Rajab, CEO

Business Communications Solutions (BCS), has been in
operation since 2001, and has achieved significant milestones
within the telecommunications and IT industry. BCS has been
awarded the Cisco U.S. and Canada West Region Small Business
Partner of the Year as well as one of Toshiba’s Top Selling
Partners of the West Coast. Sunny Rajab was a semi-finalist for
the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year, recognized as one
of OC Metro’s Top 40 Entrepreneurs Under 40 Years Old, and was
featured in American Express’s Open Book. Wife and husband,
Sunny Rajab and Reza Khorramian form the executive
management team at BCS. They are joined at the company by Rajab’s two brothers, Ari
and Amir Rajab. What sets BCS apart from any other IT and telecommunications
solutions provider is that BCS provides a complete solution from the sale of the
equipment, installation and cabling, carrier and maintenance of each system after the
installation.

Capstone Financial Group, Newport Beach
Darin Pastor, Chairman/CEO

In Sept. 2013, Darin Pastor and his associates expanded their
financial empire and launched Capstone Financial Group Inc.
(OTCBB:CAPP), a private investment bank that makes direct debt
investments, participates in debt facilities, and arranges equity
placements for businesses with sales of $1-100 million in
industries such as clean technology, health and wellness and
industrial services. In just its second quarter after taking the firm
public, Pastor has led Capstone Financial Group to an expected
net income of $20.2 million and earnings per share in excess of
$0.22 for the first quarter of 2014. Pastor’s firm recently made headlines for a $130
million financing deal with health supplement manufacturer Twinlab Corp., a $1.5 million
bridge financing deal with clean tech firm Instant Bioscan, and the acquisition of a
national broker-dealer. The company includes subsidiaries Capstone Investment
Banking and Capstone Affluent Strategies and boasts a market cap  of over $366
million (as of 2/17/14).

Carothers DiSante & Freudenberger LLP, Irvine
Marie DiSante, Firm Managing Partner

For 25 years, Marie DiSante has channeled her passion and
expertise for law into providing strategic counsel to employers
across California. DiSante co-founded Carothers DiSante &
Freudenberger LLP in Irvine in 1994 and has helped grow the firm
to five offices across California with more than 40 attorneys. Her
dual role as a business owner and entrepreneur allows her to
understand her clients’ workplace challenges and has led
Carothers DiSante & Freudenberger to be recognized as a leading
California employment law firm. This year, the organization celebrates 20 years of
successfully resolving and preventing labor and employment disputes for small
business ventures and Fortune 500 companies.

CB Technologies Inc., Orange
Kelly Ireland, CEO

Kelly Ireland has been involved in the IT industry since 1976 and in the reseller
industry since 1984. With the dot com bust and multiple changes and mergers

happening in the OEM industry in 2001, Ireland saw a need for a
completely different type of reseller in the IT market. Thus began
the opening of CB Technologies and the beginning of a new way of
doing business. CB Technologies was created to not only to
provide a different way of supporting clients, but also to provide an
extremely employee-centric environment that espoused a life/work
balance. Ireland has steered this small enterprise from a garage to
a national presence in 40+ states and sales internationally into 50+
countries. CB Technologies has navigated the technological
disruptions and changing economic times to be named to the Inc.
5000’s Fastest Growing Companies List three of the last five years.

Center for Peak Performance, Newport Beach
Dr. John OKeefe, Founder

Dr. John OKeefe is a breakthrough specialist who brings a
practical approach to his “Level 3 Master Entrepreneur Peak
Performance Mentoring” for CEOs, executives, entrepreneurs,
celebrities, athletes and others. Dr. OKeefe works with his clients to
eliminate self-limiting beliefs that block their success. He mentors
them to achieve goals by helping them “get out of their own way”
and then helps to implement good habits and eliminate negative
ones. He is also an award-winning speaker, who has spoken at a
variety of organizations and lectured at corporations and hospitals.
Dr. OKeefe is also an author of three books, The Art of Achievement, The Art of
Abundance and What the Hell Are You Waiting For? 21 Days to Wealth, Health and
Abundance. His books recently received the honor of being placed on book critic
Conner V. James’s list, My All-Time Top Books about Abundance Affirmations.

ChromaDex, Irvine
Frank Jaksch, Co-Founder/CEO

Unlike many early stage companies, ChromaDex has a solid
annual revenue stream. The innovative natural products company’s
patented ingredients are targeted at multi-billion-dollar markets
such as the dietary supplement, food and beverage, and cosmetics
industries. The company is still moving in an upward trajectory in
2014, kicking off the new year with a $62 million deal for a suite of
new wellness products. It also maintains the largest phytochemical
catalog in the world and a well-established customer base that
includes the FDA, USDA, Nestle, Coke and Abbott Labs. In Oct.
2013, ChromaDex received backing from DSM, the corporate
venture arm of Royal DSM, representing a strong validation for ChromaDex and its
ingredients pipeline, as well as its business model for finding, acquiring and
commercializing novel ingredients appealing a broad age range — from millennials to
baby boomers. Frank Jaksch’s 15-year experience at ChromaDex has taught him the
importance of creating a business model that is innovative and having the discipline to
stick to the long-term business plan.

Coastal Arcadian & The Shed Fine Art, Dana Point
Sue Osborne, Owner

The Coastal Arcadian is situated in the northern portion of Dana
Point. Coastal Arcadian is a charming trilogy of creative, inviting
retail structures all intent on re-creating an atmosphere that reflects
a pre-computer era. It desires to establish a brief respite from the
constant chaos, unrest and hardships by offering a surrounding
where life transcends back to a “gentler” era. Until now, there has
never been an art district in Dana Point, but if all goes as hoped,
this will be the beginning of a small, independent cultural center.
Sue Osborne envisions summer classical concerts in the several
vacant lots throughout the town center, along with sculpture
gardens and a community vegetable garden. Newly established in 2013, The Shed is
considered to be one of the top contemporary galleries of Orange County featuring an
impressive collection of unique and original artwork.

Conaway & Conaway Inc., Tustin
James Conaway, CEO/Co-Founder
Lorraine Conaway, COO/Co-Founder

James Conaway, along with partner and
wife Lorraine, restarted their business
Conaway & Conaway Inc. in 2004 with only
one full-time employee and one part-time
employee. In addition to many industry
recognitions, Conaway & Conaway was
included on Orange County Business
Journal’s Fastest Growing Private Companies List in 2012 and continues that growth
trend today. Despite the industry challenges, they have successfully grown to a staff of
12 and 4 financial advisors. The innovations that have driven the growth of Conaway &
Conaway include sensitivity to taxes; a deep understanding of real estate, insurance
products, strategic partnerships and joint ventures; charitable planning; traditional
financial planning; and building a holistic wealth plan. Conaway & Conaway also
provides value and education through various speaking engagements, as well as
hosting their own talk radio show on KCAA, Smart Money Talk Radio.

Corent Technology, Aliso Viejo
Feyzi Fatehi, CEO

Feyzi Fatehi has spent his career building high-performance, high-tech organizations
including multiple independent business units at HP and four technology startups in
Silicon Valley and in Southern California with valuations ranging from $100 million to $1
billion, including his current company Corent Technology. During the late 80s, as a
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young engineer at HP, Fatehi was one of the five inventors of the
first real-time database in 1989. He also invented a new
methodology for software development, published and promoted
by both IBM and HP and used by major technology firms including
Bell Labs, Telecom Italy, Napster and Google. Under Fatehi’s
direction, Corent has overcome challenges and leads its peers in
two key ways: by actively building an intentional culture of
innovation and by establishing innovative and advanced
partnership with IBM and a handful of established companies
around the world. 

Cosmeticare, Newport Beach
Michael Niccole, Founder/Artistic Director

CosmetiCare is one of the most noted plastic surgery centers in
Southern California and has been helping women and men achieve
a youthful, natural appearance for more than 20 years by including a
combination of plastics, the latest procedures and technologies, and
the nation’s top medi-spa under one roof. It is the go-to practice for
celebrities such as the cast of the Real Housewives, Mistresses to
the Stars and more. CosmetiCare and its team of renowned doctors
have received local and national recognition and are regularly
featured in media outlets such as 20/20, Today, Access Hollywood, Entertainment Tonight,
The Doctors, People Magazine and US Weekly. A portion of the revenue generated at
CosmetiCare is donated to the Magic Mirror Foundation, a nonprofit that has brought no-
cost plastic surgery services to those in need, including domestic abuse and accident
victims and children from third world countries living with abnormalities.

DBAC Inc., Newport Beach
John Curci, President

John Curci founded DBAC Inc. in 1991 in the depths of a
recession. He had spent every summer in his college years working
as an assistant superintendent for Warmington Homes, getting up at
4:30 a.m. to work all day. After graduation, he worked at Davcon Inc.
and he realized his architectural background would help him
overcome a common problem that plagued tenant improvement jobs
and the client — the disconnect and “natural” conflict between the
architect and the contractor. With his background, Curci felt he could
make the process collaborative and ego-free, with a shared vision
rather than two different approaches and thus, DBAC was founded. DBAC grew 75
percent a year for the first three years and then held steady doing between $25 million
and $30 million per year of tenant improvement work for the next 10 years.

Decision Toolbox, Irvine
Kim Shepherd, CEO

As the CEO of Decision Toolbox (DT), a RPO solution and
recruitment services company, Kim Shepherd is responsible for
much of the company’s growth and success over the last decade. In
2000, when Shepherd joined DT, she brought her unconventional
approach to the company with a mantra that guides her business
compass — “design what you want or deal with what you get.” She
strategically set out to build a company culture that fosters an
environment of forward-thinking and innovation. The events of 9/11
changed many lives and businesses — and nearly 65 percent of
DT’s competitors went out of business. It was at this time that
Shepherd, who believes in maintaining a work-life balance, took on this challenge and
restructured DT to the 100 percent virtual model that it is today. Throughout the recession,
DT continued to outgrow some of its recruiting rivals, due to Shepherd’s forward-thinking
and determination.

Dr. Aaron Kosins, MD, Irvine
Aaron Kosins, Owner

Dr. Aaron Kosins, a 34-year-old plastic and reconstructive surgeon
who started his own practice July 2013, has grown the
organization’s revenue over 400 percent since its inception. More
impressive than this growth is his commitment to cancer patients
and survivors. Dr. Kosins is one of few surgeons in the area capable
of reconstructive microsurgery. With this specialty, Dr. Kosins
partnered with three other micro-surgeons to dedicate an immense
percentage of their time and efforts treating women with breast
cancer who have failed traditional breast reconstruction after
mastectomy. Dr. Kosins’s own mother died from this disease after
undergoing treatment, so he understands the struggle all too well. Dr. Kosins and his
partners have treated thousands of these patients, and witnessed the excruciating toll it
takes on women and their families. They have mastered a unique reconstructive process
that provides women with a natural breast using their own tissues and not a biologic
implant.

Dynamic Fabrication Inc., Santa Ana
Mike Kartsonis, President

Creating a welding and fabrication business from the ground up
takes hard work, dedication and strong networking skills. Just ask
Mike Kartsonis, president and founder of Dynamic Fabrication Inc.
(DFI). With his entrepreneurial spirit and aspirations to become his
own boss, Kartsonis built his welding and fabrication business. After
relocating to California to escape the Colorado winters, he began his
career as a commissioned sales representative for a welding
manufacturer. Once being placed on a salary, he left the company to
pursue his own entrepreneurial endeavor. DFI was established in

March 1981, with Kartsonis working 80 to 100 hours per week in all aspects of the
business, from welding and selling to truck driving and networking. Today, 33 years after
beginning his entrepreneurial venture, Kartsonis has built a solid client roster of long-time
customers, including Fortune 500 companies and small businesses, a close-knit family of
highly skilled employees, and a strong network of industry associates.

Eco-Eats Partyware, Laguna Niguel
Nancy Vu-Kerr, Founder

As with how many other businesses are founded, Nancy Vu-Kerr
was trying to solve a problem with her product Plate-A-Cup®. Kerr
had no business experience, so bringing her idea to the marketplace
was a challenge — from transforming her idea into a working
prototype to finding the right manufacturer. The other challenge was
doing this on a small budget and limited resources. Kerr worked on
developing her product for a year and half and launched Eco-Eats
Partyware® in 2012. Kerr quickly got her product into food festivals,
fundraising events and wineries where Plate-A-Cup® helped solve
the age-old problem of trying to eat, hold a drink and shake hands at
the same time. As expected, growth was slow and steady for the first year of business,
but the company was approved as a vendor with Restaurant Depot, a wholesale
warehouse supplying to restaurants and caterers. Plate-A-Cup is expected to make it
into their warehouses later this year.

Fish & Tsang LLP, Irvine
Robert Fish, Partner

Robert Fish has been an attorney in the intellectual property field
for nearly 25 years and has spent the past two decades building
Fish & Associates, PC into a premier IP law firm, providing quality
and strategic client services to help make clients’ dreams come
true. Today, the firm represents small investors, startups and multi-
billion-dollar Fortune 500 companies through all aspects of the IP
process (patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets) as well
as litigation and licensing. In early 2014, Fish & Associates, PC
became Fish & Tsang LLP. The new Fish & Tsang continues its
“Making Dreams Come True” mantra – with an unchanged focus
and the same level of commitment that has been the firm’s hallmark for two decades.

Foot Petals Inc. & Taarke Real Estate LLC, Laguna Hills
Tina Aldatz, Founder/President

Tina Aldatz has built Foot Petals into a brand that has become a staple in the fashion
world and valued by women worldwide. An unfortunate childhood beach injury, Aldatz
suffered third degree burns to the soles of her feet, would spark the idea behind a
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multi-million dollar brand. After years of working in fashion for
companies including Victoria’s Secret and BCBG Max Azria, Aldatz
was determined to develop a product that would help her learn to
love her shoes again. In 2001, she created Foot Petals, the original
designer insoles. In 2011, Foot Petals celebrated its tenth
anniversary and was acquired by RG Barry Corp. (DFZ). Aldatz
currently sits on the board of advisors for the Left Shoe Co. She
has also started her own investment company, TARRKE.

Formtran, Lake Forest
Mike Stuhley, CEO/Owner

After selling a software company focused on paper OCR
processing to a large, publicly held company in 2001, Mike Stuhley
saw customers’ needs changing from paper to electronic forms.
Seeing this shift, Stuhley created Formtran to help companies who
wanted to go paperless and use electronic forms, but still had
legacy paper forms. Formtran enables companies of any size or in
any industry to dramatically improve productivity by automating
data capture and collection and eliminating manual data entry.
Since 2003, Formtran has provided document automation software
and services to companies throughout the U.S. Customers include
Kaiser Permanente, Los Angeles County, Merck and the State of Alaska. Technology
partners include HP, Xerox, Microsoft, Canon and Abbyy. In 2013, Formtran celebrated
ten years in business.

Genea Energy Partners, Irvine
Michael Wong, President/CEO

When Michael Wong joined Genea, a provider of cloud-based
software solutions for the commercial real estate industry, the
company was undercapitalized, poorly managed with a mixed
reputation in the industry. Upon his arrival, he immediately
upgraded the staff by aggressively recruiting a team of talented
and motivated individuals who saw a great opportunity to be part of
rebuilding and growing Genea. Initially, Wong dedicated much of
his time speaking with Genea’s customers to better understand
their needs and perception of the company. He took that
information and redesigned the strategic direction of the company. Genea is now
providing its software and service to portfolios of buildings that are owned by some of
the largest real estate companies in the U.S. including, Brookfield, Jones Lange
LaSalle, Equity Office, KBS, Hines and Irvine Company. Since Wong has taken over
management of Genea, the company’s monthly recurring revenue has increased
approximately 500 percent.

Global Language Solutions, Irvine
Olga Smirnova, CEO
Inna Kassatkina, President

Russian-born Olga Smirnova founded
Global Language Solutions (GLS) with her
partner Inna Kassatkina in 1994 to respond
to the growing need for companies to reach
worldwide audiences and clients. GLS is a
professional translation and interpreting
agency with offices in Irvine, Latin American
and Europe. Today, after 20 years of annual
growth, business is still expanding. In 2013, the firm hired 20 new full-time employees,
many of whom graduated from UC Irvine, Cal State Fullerton and Monterey Institute of
International Studies. In 2013, GLS was recognized on the Orange County Business
Journal’s list of the fastest growing women-owned businesses. This was the second
year in a row GLS has made the list. Also in 2013, GLS was also named as the 13th
largest translation vendor in all of North America and one of the top-grossing language
service providers in the world by the market research firm Common Sense Advisory.

Global Realty Services Group, Irvine
Charles Victor, CEO

Charles Victor has a long history of corporate leadership and
entrepreneurial drive. In 1982, during his senior year at the
University of Colorado, Boulder, he was the co-founder of Colorado
Fuel Technology. In 1985, Victor successfully sold the company
with annual revenues of $4 million. In 1996, he founded National
Assessment Corp. (NAC), a commercial real estate technical due
diligence services firm. While building NAC, Victor also founded
International DataNet (IDN), a technology deployment services
company, in 2000. IDN was sold in 2004 with an annual revenue of
$6 million. In 2009, Victor founded Global Realty Services Group (GRS Group). With
offices across the U.S. and affiliate partners in UK, Germany and Japan, GRS Group
operates a global affiliation of commercial real estate services firms and independent
service providers totaling over 465 professionals in 22 countries. GRS Group was
recognized by the Orange County Business Journal as #67 on the Fastest Growing
Private Companies List of 2013.

Golden Construction, Huntington Beach
Joe Coleman, CEO

Golden Construction was started by Joe Coleman during a very
difficult economic time. He was able to push through and see his
dream of helping others transform the ordinary into extraordinary
come true. Coleman and Golden Construction are now
revolutionizing the way outpatient medical clinics are remodeled.
In such a critical care center, losing days on a project could mean

lives lost. Coleman has assembled a team that is able to completely remodel these
medical clinics in a 24-hour, perfectly orchestrated event. This rare and coveted skill of
Golden Construction gives the clinic the ability to be fully operational in record time.
Outside of his duties at Golden Construction, Coleman donates time and food to feed
hundreds of people at his church, Beachcities Community Church in Huntington Beach.

Green Box Electronic Recyclers & Wishrise, Santa Ana
Matt Miller, Founder

Matt Miller is the founder of Green Box Electronic Recyclers and
Wishrise.com. Green Box was founded in 2011 and has made
large strides to reform collection practices in the electronic
recycling industry. Winning the Tech America/Harvey Mudd
College Green Engineering Design Award in 2012, Green Box is
hailed as a common sense revolution, changing the way the world
handles e-waste. Under Miller’s leadership, Green Box has
experienced more than 100 percent year-over-year revenue
growth. Last year, Green Box prevented over 7 million lbs of C02
emissions and prevented over 1 million lbs of toxic e-waste from
entering our landfills. Inspired by the loss of a friend to cancer, Miller launched his
newest company, Wishrise, in Jan. 2014. Wishrise is an online funding platform for the
dreams of those with life-threatening illnesses. Wishrise re-imagines charitable giving,
enabling direct contributions from people to people.

GreenJobInterview, Costa Mesa
Theo Rokos, Co-Founder/CEO
Greg Rokos, President/Co-founder

Launched in 2008, GreenJobInterview
provides cloud-based virtual interviewing
solutions that help employers dramatically
reduce the time and costs associated with
scheduling and conducting interviews. Live,
recorded and mobile solutions also enable
organizations to reach a global talent pool,
strengthen their employment brand and
reduce their environmental impact. More than
300 leading organizations, including Walmart,
PepsiCo, UCLA and Mayo Clinic, have chosen GreenJobInterview. A 20-year veteran of
the recruiting industry, Greg Rokos provides strategic direction for GreenJobInterview®
and is responsible for marketing its virtual interviewing solutions through conferences,
speaking engagements, key channel partnerships and other activities. Alongside fellow
co-founder, Theo Rokos, Greg is one of the pioneers of cloud-based virtual
interviewing. As CEO, Theo oversees GreenJobInterview’s sales, marketing and
internal operations, and he is actively involved in the continual improvement of the
company’s customer support function. Prior to founding GreenJobInterview, Theo built
and led national and international sales teams at a variety of Fortune 500 companies.

Greer’s OC, Costa Mesa
Greer Wylder, Founder

Five years ago, Greer Wylder, a popular long-time columnist at
the Daily Pilot (LA Times Community Newspaper), left the
newspaper to start an online version of her column, Greer’s OC, to
cover all of Orange County. Greer’s OC is a prime example of an
effective consumer marketing micromedia site. Founded in 2006,
Wylder targets her content to, and delivers for her advertisers, a
very narrow but lucrative, and otherwise difficult to reach audience:
upscale shoppers, primarily female, in Orange County. With a free
email newsletter, the Daily Dose of OC, subscribers are the first to
know about the latest and greatest in fashion, dining, trends, travel
and events. Wylder was one of first in Orange County to launch a lifestyle site and has
inspired countless others to publish niche blogs.

Gretchen Christine International, Costa Mesa
Gretchen Christine Rossi, President

Gretchen Christine Rossi’s parents Scott and Brenda Forward
founded their design business in 1972, creating competition gear
and components for the motorsport industry. Rossi grew up half
tom boy, half fashionista, racing motorcycles and playing dress up.
Watching the family business grow, Rossi dreamed of bringing her
own sense of style and performance to the beauty and fashion
industry. After obtaining her BA from Baylor University, her love of
interior design, led her to a lucrative career in real estate. Her
desire to create and perform landed Rossi on the popular Bravo
TV series, The Real Housewives of Orange County. In 2009, after
fans started requesting tips and tricks on make-up, Rossi decided to use the power of
TV as she launched an on-camera quality make-up line that would be affordable to the
everyday user, and thus, Gretchen Christine Beaute was born. In the first three weeks
of business, Rossi’s online store received 120 million hits with the company selling
three months worth of cosmetics inventory in just three weeks.

H. Hendy Associates, Newport Beach
Heidi Hendy, Managing Principal

For four decades, architecture firm H. Hendy Associates has
been a leading interior architecture firm devoted to designing
spaces that move the dial for her clients’ businesses. In 2013, H.
Hendy Associates continued to exemplify this core value by
bringing a new way of thinking about workspace to Orange County.
In October, the firm unveiled Southern California’s first activity-
based workspace at Goodman Birtcher North America’s Irvine
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office. The project’s design was awarded the Leadership Award for an Innovative Project
at CoreNet’s 2013 REmmy Awards. Heidi Hendy founded her firm in 1979, working out of
space she rented from San Antonio Wine Cellar in Newport Beach. Today, H. Hendy
Associates has been awarded Top 200 Architectural Firms by Interior Design Magazine
for more than 25 consecutive years and was ranked as one of Orange County’s Best
Places to Work by the Orange County Business Journal in 2012 and 2013.

HKA Inc. Marketing Communications, Tustin
Hilary Kaye, President

Hilary Kaye is the founder of HKA, Inc., an award-winning
marketing communications agency. Recognized for its creativity,
results-driven services, business ethics and longstanding stability,
HKA celebrates its 30th year in business in 2014. Under Kaye’s
leadership, the agency has built a reputation for delivering superior
work to a multitude of clients, including nonprofits. HKA’s
professional philanthropic initiatives are complemented by Kaye’s
personal commitments. Her volunteerism includes board positions
with Crystal Cove Alliance and Alzheimer’s Association’s Visionary
Women. She also remains dedicated to the memory of her mother
Ruby, faithfully leading ‘Ruby’s Raiders’ at the annual MS Walk and raising more than
$100,000. Kaye was recognized by NAWBO-OC as one of five Remarkable Women in
2004 was honored with the Ethics in America Award in 2008.

Honest Website Marketing, Laguna Niguel
Scott Harvey, President

Scott Harvey created his first company at the age of 21 with a
childhood friend. It was a high-tech systems integration company
that sold large business computers, software and performed
programming and other related services. With a $978 initial
investment, he grew the company to 10 employees and revenues
over $5 million per year, garnering awards from Hewlett-Packard,
IBM and Sun Microsystems. Harvey founded Honest Website
Marketing in 2008, creating a company to capitalize on his
marketing background. Starting in a terrible economy, there were no
investors to be found, so Harvey had to bootstrap the company and
grow it conservatively. The company has grown from one client for
the first six months of the business, to over 20 long-term clients who have been with the
company for years.

Hughes Marino, Irvine
Jason Hughes, President/CEO

Hughes Marino co-founders Jason Hughes and David Marino have worked together

for over two decades as leaders in the Southern California
commercial real estate industry. The former Irving Hughes
principals formed their own company in Jan. 2011, bringing the
entire Irving Hughes team along with them. In just a few short
years, Hughes Marino has established itself as the leading tenant
representation firm in Southern California, and has expanded to
include offices in San Diego, Orange County, Los Angeles and
Century City. The firm is revolutionizing its industry by only
representing tenants and buyers — never landlords — to eliminate
the potential for conflicts of interest, which are rampant in
commercial real estate. Hughes Marino represents roughly 80 percent of corporate
tenants in downtown San Diego, and its market share in Orange County is growing
rapidly as the firm’s OC office continues to expand and add new talent.

Idea Hall, Costa Mesa
Rebecca Hall, CEO/President

Sensing a convergence in marketing disciplines in 2003 with the
digital revolution, Rebecca Hall sought to establish a fully
integrated marketing agency that would combine creative design,
interactive web and mobile services, and public relations under one
roof. In doing so, her firm Idea Hall is now one of the most in-
demand branding, marketing and public relations firms in Orange
County, ranked third by the Orange County Business Journal’s Best
PR Firms List in 2013. Now 11 years old, Idea Hall has a
prestigious client list including Sabal Financial Group, Equity Office,
Kaiser Permanente, Alzheimer’s Association, the Irvine Company,
Boy Scouts of America, StorQuest Self Storage, Buchanan Street Partners, Bixby Land
Company and many more. The firm, which moved into a larger office space in March to
accommodate a growing client roster and team, saw exceptional growth in 2013 and
expects to continue that growth in 2014.

IllumiNations & AirEL, Irvine
Michael Shipman, President

Michael Shipman is the president and founder of IllumiNations
Technologies. As the inventor and author of eight U.S. patents for
keyboard illumination technology, Shipman has successfully
developed high-tech solutions for companies seeking efficient, yet
powerful LED lighting components for their keyboard products.
Since founding IllumiNations Technologies in 1999, Shipman has
spearheaded the licensing of IllumiNations technology solutions to
some of the world’s most respected companies, such as Apple,
Hewlett Packard and Dell. Shipman is also the founder of AirEL.
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AirEL uses the latest in electroluminescent technology to provide lighted rooftop
numbers for law enforcement, public safety, fire, police, municipalities and military
applications. Shipman’s passion for flying inspired AirEL technology. Having logged in
more than 30 hours of helicopter flight time, Shipman understood the pilot’s frustration
from an ariel view and began researching and applying his expertise in LED lighting
components.

Incipio Technologies, Irvine
Andy Fathollahi, CEO

As a new college grad, Andy Fathollahi noticed something about
the prospective employers he met during job interviews: They
were all clicking away on Palm Pilots. One day, the future
entrepreneur walked away not with a job, but with the idea for a
new business. At 25 years old and with $500 in seed money from
his parents, he bought neoprene from a wet suit company and
sewed a prototype case for the Palm Pilot. Early on, Fathollahi
drove to Mexico to have his products assembled, 100 at a time.
Fifteen years later when Apple launched the iPhone 5S, his
company, Incipio, shipped nearly a million units in one week.
Fathollahi oversees a line of mobile accessories sold in 40,000 stores nationwide. He
recently acquired clothing retailer Tavik to introduce designer phone and iPad cases to
its line of swimwear and clothes, and picked up Braven, renowned for its high-quality
portable speakers.

INK, Irvine
Todd Henderson, President

Prior to co-founding the advertising agency, INK, Todd
Henderson established himself in the creative agency industry
working as an art director and lead character animator at
Dreamworks. With extensive experience under his belt, he and co-
founder Megan Lavender established INK. Today, INK has been
named as one of the fastest-growing private companies by the
Orange County Business Journal for four years in a row and has
been included on Inc.5000’s Fastest Growing Companies List for
two years in a row. The agency has experienced 50 percent year-
over-year growth for seven straight years and features clients that
include Baja Fresh, Edwards Life Sciences, Hoag, Schools First Federal Credit Union
and Time Warner Cable.

Institutional Wealth Consultants, Santa Ana
Mark Delp, President

Mark Delp’s goal at Institutional Wealth Consultants is to help
companies make their retirement plans as efficient and effective
as they can be. One trend that always amazed him was how
easily and often people would reach for their smart phones to
check in on their friends, yet how seemingly difficult is was to
inspire people to check in on their retirement plans. Instead of
fighting this trend, Delp decided to use it, and in 2013 started a
client education program called “Facebooking of your finances.”
This program takes many of the features that makes video games
such as Candy Crush so popular and applies them to retirement
plans. Implementing the program has resulted in dramatically higher plan participation
rates, a noticeable improvement in average employee deferrals, and an increase in
employee interactions with their retirement accounts.

Internet Connectivity Group Inc., Lake Forest
Kevin B. Howard, CEO

Kevin Howard founded Internet Connectivity Group (ICG) as a
consulting firm in 2004 to the wireless industry. In 2006, Howard
realized the digital signage industry had a need in that there were
no wireless devices for delivery transport of content. He and his
colleagues decided to develop the first of its kind Mobile Media
System. With this technology, they went to market and generated
tremendous buzz that culminated in massive global orders for the
first production unit. Shortly before the delivery of the unit, the
economic meltdown began and funding dried up. Rather than
shutter its doors, Howard and ICG reinvented themselves as a full-
service digital media firm. ICG was able to stay afloat long enough to re-establish itself
as a prominent force in the digital media space. Since that point, ICG has seen hockey
stick growth and expects that trend to continue.

JananElise Consulting, Irvine
Elise Muhawi, Founder
Janan Assaf, Founder

Elise Muhawi has a reputation for her
comprehensive, strategic approach to
creating quality, relationship introductions.
Additionally, she possesses extensive
experience in business development,
marketing, sales and event management. For
more than a decade, she has been creating
matching opportunities. Her entrepreneurial
spirit led her to become a co-founder of a
female-based entrepreneur group, where she
discovered an evident need amongst professionals to meet other high-caliber
professionals who were looking for long-term relationships. Catering to affluent, well-
educated, high-powered men and women who are looking for serious introductions,
Janan Assaf has spent the last decade building a network of prominent individuals who

are looking for love. Through strategic analysis of other independent firms, Assaf and
Muhawi, recognized key differences that needed to be present in their own company in
order to capture their specific market niche.

Janes Capital Partners, Irvine
Stephen Perry, Managing Director

Stephen Perry is a co-founder and managing director of Janes
Capital Partners, a leading aerospace and defense investment
bank specializing in mergers and acquisitions. Perry is the driving
force behind this growth-oriented company, which meets or
exceeds the accomplishments of industry giants in the aerospace
and defense investment banking sector even though it has only 11
employees. After transacting six M&A deals together over several
years, in which David A. Janes divested his principal interest in
multiple aerospace and defense businesses and Perry represented
him in these divestitures as his investment banker, Janes Capital
Partners was founded in 1997 with more or less “six business cards, a phone and a
desk.” The company then became a success, largely guided by Perry’s vision and
strategic business acumen. Janes Capital Partners was recently recognized on Inc.
500’s Fastest Growing Private Companies List in 2013.

Joseph Company International & West Coast Chill, Irvine
Mitchell J. Joseph, CEO

Mitchell Joseph and his companies West Coast Chill Inc. and
Joseph Company International have developed two innovative
products that are changing the beverage industry. Throughout his
career, Joseph has been involved in all facets of the soft drink
industry. He is also credited with pioneering private labeling in
conjunction with the Disneyland Hotel in the early 1990s. The
Joseph Company International, after 20+ years of research and
development, has developed the world’s first self-chilling beverage
can without the need for any power or refrigeration. The technology
is a United States EPA award winning technology and has been
celebrated by the world environmental community. Joseph is also behind the creation of
an innovative beverage formulation known as West Coast Chill Pure Energy, the
alternative to traditional energy drinks, which contains no sugar, no caffeine and no
artificial sweeteners.

Kareo Inc., Irvine
Dan Rodrigues, Founder/CEO

Dan Rodrigues began his entrepreneurial success as the co-
founder of Scour, a search engine for finding music and video files
online used by more than 10 million consumers. With Scour,
Rodrigues raised $12.5 million in venture capital financing, led a
70-person organization, designed the Scour Exchange peer-to-
peer software, developed other patented technologies and sold
the company in 2000. Rodrigues started creating technology for
the healthcare industry in 2001 as a co-founder and managing
partner of Skematix, a software consulting firm. Among the various
projects he led, Rodrigues designed and built a web-based medical billing software and
healthcare information system for a national medical billing company. In 2004,
Rodrigues founded Kareo. Under his leadership, Kareo has grown to 284 employees
serving over 20,000 healthcare providers in the U.S. At the helm of Kareo, Rodrigues
has raised over $61 million in venture funding and $80 million overall.

KoreOne Technologies, Irvine
Brian Hunt, CEO

In 2009, Brian Hunt was a partner of Manifest Digital an
interactive consulting firm in Chicago. In the same year, Manifest
acquired KoreOne, which was one of five acquisitions completed
between 2007 to 2009. Facing the economic pressure, KoreOne
struggled to meet expectations. In 2010, Hunt left his partners in
Chicago and moved to Orange County to take over a business that
was doing $500K in revenue and losing $30K per month. Hunt
partnered with Steve Quarles to rebuild KoreOne. Over the next
three years, the company experienced over 1,000 percent growth.
In addition to being twice named to the Orange County Business
Journal’s list of fastest-growing companies, KoreOne was also recognized by the Inc.
5000 and ranked #664 on the most recent list of the fastest-growing companies in the
country. Hunt has also helped grow the company from a 25-person team to over 750
employees.

Leur Lab Integrated Aesthetics, Newport Beach
Dr. Michael M. Dao, Owner/Doctor

Leur Lab Integrated Aesthetics was founded by aesthetic expert
Michael Dao MD to offer an alternative destination for aesthetics
and anti-aging solutions. Beginning in internal medicine, Dr. Dao
began to recognize the link between inner and outer beauty. Dr.
Dao recognized that while surgical options are still the choice of
some, more and more patients were looking for non-invasive
procedures that offered minimal down time and reduced pain.
Today, many of the non-surgical treatments offered at Leur Lab
effectively address aesthetic concerns where no surgical solutions
even exist. Leur Lab is able to provide patients with the comprehensive solutions
needed to achieve their desired look while being more convenient and accessible than
ever before. In less than a year since its inception, Leur Lab Integrated Aesthetics has
been featured in a variety of media outlets including, but not limited to, OC Metro,
Riviera and GENLUX Magazine.
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Local Splash, Costa Mesa
David Rodecker, CTO/Founder

Local Splash was established in 2004, but the company did not
fully take off until 2006 when David Rodecker changed Local
Splash’s business model to what it is today. The company is a
product of Relevant Ads, an experienced search engine marketing
company. Despite difficult challenges, Relevant Ads has continued
to thrive. Relevant Ads has been recognized as one of Inc.
500/5000’s fastest-growing companies for four years in a row. The
SEO industry, as well as the business model that Rodecker
created, was still in its infancy when Local Splash started. Rodecker foresaw the
potential of the search engine optimization business early on and built an expanding
company that helps local business owners all over the United States and Canada find
success.

LRES Corp., Orange
Roger Beane, CEO

Roger Beane launched Lighthouse Real Estate Services in 2001
with two employees, a keen understanding of the mortgage lending
industry and a belief in doing business the right way. Lighthouse
offered residential and commercial valuation services for the real
estate and finance industries. The company also provided Real
Estate Owned (REO) asset management and disposition services.
Leveraging his knowledge of the industry and business network,
Beane positioned Lighthouse as a valuation company that
recognized the particular business hurdles each client faced, and
served as a trusted resource for its clients. That business approach
enabled Lighthouse to gain traction in a number of states. By 2010, Beane was
employing almost 60 associates and had to move his business to a larger space. At the
time, the company was also gaining traction, but Beane discovered that another
company within the industry was using the name Lighthouse, causing him to rebrand
the company as LRES Corp. Today, LRES employs more than 100 associates.

Lugano Diamonds, Newport Beach
Moti Ferder, President/Design Director

Master craftsman and jewelry visionary, Moti Ferder, president of
Lugano Diamonds, has been around brilliant gems his entire life.
Raised in his family’s jewelry business, Ferder has a passion for
creating one-of-a-kind jewelry. With his highly specialized
gemological training and business savvy, Ferder plays an
instrumental role in the flourishing company and has helped
establish Lugano Diamonds as one of the world’s finest jewelers.

Lugano Diamonds is renowned for unique, spectacular jewelry collections, rare and
precious stones, ideal-cut diamonds and custom-designed, hand-crafted jewelry. The
company’s private collection includes nearly every jewelry style, including rings,
bracelets, brooches and cufflinks. Ferder heads Lugano Diamonds’ development and
branding campaigns where he has overseen the company’s successful global
marketing in more than 20 countries.

Luxury Property Lending, Newport Beach
Michelle Scott, President

Luxury Property Lending has a client list that reads like a “who’s
who” in the worlds of sports, entertainment and industry. Michelle
Scott, president of Luxury Property Lending, has spent years
working with many clients who can easily afford to pay cash to
purchase their seven- and eight-figure price tags homes. Despite
this, Scott has created a niche securing loans for clients. Scott
encourages her prominent clients to avoid using capital when they
can simply secure a loan at a good interest rate, thus freeing up
money for other investments. Scott has also been owner of Long
Beach-based 21st Century Home Loans for over 25 years, specializing in helping both
ends of the socio-economic spectrum realize their dreams of home ownership.

MagnaFlow, Rancho Santa Margarita
Jerry Paolone, Chairman/COO

When Gennaro “Jerry” Paolone founded Car Sound Exhaust
Systems Inc. in 1981, it was in response to an opportunity he saw
to be a distributor for exhaust components. Three years later, he
transformed the company into a manufacturer of performance
exhaust products. Since then, the company, more commonly
known as MagnaFlow, has grown to 300 employees with
worldwide distribution and the support of luminaries such as
legendary race car driver Mario Andretti. The success at
MagnaFlow is the result of a strong and enduring focus on the
customer and the employees who serve that customer. Robotics and automation have
become a bigger part of the workflow process, increasing productivity on the factory
floor. As a result, the company that now distributes products to more than 88 countries
through its home base in Orange County and its subsidiary in Rome, Italy.

Manna Kadar Cosmetics, Laguna Niguel
Manna Kadar, CEO

Manna Kadar is a story of beating the odds. Having been raised in a community of
drive-by shootings, home invasion robberies, and where the prospect of college and
success were remote, Kadar rose beyond all of this and began her entrepreneurial
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career by opening her first cosmetics store at the Brea Mall. Over
six years, Kadar expanded this to a chain of seven stores while
going to USC full time. Ultimately, she sold the chain in 2000, but
her passion for the beauty industry did not wane and she later
opened a chain of salon and spas, which she still owns today. In
2011, Kadar pursued her dream of starting her own cosmetics line,
Manna Kadar Cosmetics (MKC). In the competitive world of
cosmetics, Kadar managed to secure solid footing in the industry
in only two years. Some of the highlights of MKC include being
featured on Good Morning America and The Ellen Show.

Maricich Healthcare Communications, Irvine
Mark Maricich, CEO

A 25-year communications industry veteran, Mark Maricich is
CEO and chief strategist for Maricich Healthcare Communications,
a nationally recognized brand development and marketing
communications agency with a unique understanding of the
healthcare ecosystem and healthcare reform. This expertise of the
firm includes marketing to physicians and healthcare facility
administrators, staff and purchasers, as well as communicating
with patients and marketing to healthcare consumers. Maricich
has led many strategic and marketing initiatives for health
systems, medical groups and payers such as L.A. Care Health
Plan, Tri-City Medical Center, DermOne, Citrus Valley Health Partners, Talbert Medical
Group and many others. Maricich has also directed global and national medical
marketing and branding initiatives for accounts such as Bausch + Lomb, 3M Unitek,
ARAMARK Uniform Services, Sandel Medical, Visiogen and Oraya Therapeutics.

MarkeTeam Inc., Mission Viejo
Glenn Schmitt, President

While in college, Glenn Schmitt began his career in the
hospitality industry and during his in-restaurant tenure, waited
tables and gained operational experience as a general manager. In
1986, he became director of entertainment marketing at Black
Angus Steakhouse. It was during this time that Schmitt uncovered
a need in the industry for better sales promotion and
implementation tactics to increase food and beverage sales and
help companies define and refine their food and beverage brand.
In 1991, Schmitt founded MarkeTeam Inc. from his home office
and signed Black Angus as his first client. More clients followed
shortly and a major milestone was winning Disney Theme Parks & Resorts as a client.
Schmitt is an innovator who has helped MarkeTeam lead their competitors with original
technology solutions. Due in large part to MarkeTeam’s strategic direction and program
implementations, many clients have received top industry awards from VIBE and
Cheers Magazine.

MBN Design Inc., Anaheim
Hector Garcia, President

MBN Design has become one of Orange County’s most-
established and well-respected design firms. The company has
been able to attract clients from the East Coast, as well as
internationally. The brands and packaging that the firm has
designed currently adorn the shelves at virtually every major chain
of grocery, club, convenience, drug and office supply stores across
the country. Some products are being sold in more than 90
countries and MBN has helped build brands that are #1 in the
world. The business has also had the privilege of successfully
teaming up with NASCAR, the NFL, NBA and MLB. With over 20
years of design agency and client-side experience, Hector Garcia and a team of
creative minds at MBN Design know that creating an identity requires an inquisitive
mind and fresh strategic thinking. MBN offers a perfect blend of talent and experience.

MDR Coaching & Consulting Inc., Aliso Viejo
Michelle D. Reines, CEO

Michelle Reines is the CEO and founder of MDR Coaching &
Consulting Inc. (MDR). After enjoying 28 years of extraordinary
success, born out of countless achievements as well as failures,
she decided to leave her safety net and comfort zone to pursue
her dream of making a positive difference for business owners and
leaders. In Jan. 2012, she launched MDR fueled by a greater
purpose, her passion for people, her belief in herself and her
willingness to feel the fear of uncertainty, while remaining focused
on her desire to make a positive difference for leaders. Reines is
an innovative, results-oriented facilitator, coach and consultative
strategist with a successful track record of exceeding expectations in a highly
competitive business and sales environment. Reines also possesses 30 years of hands
on leadership, mentorship, organizational and operational experience.

MEND Water Company Inc., Newport Beach
Chase Norton, Founder/Chairman/CEO

In 2007, Chase Norton came across a water crisis charitable
foundation online based on the east coast. Norton was deeply
affected after learning about the worldwide water crisis and seeing
pictures of the billions of people who do not have access to clean
drinking water. Growing up in a neighborhood of Newport Beach,
drinking VOSS, Smart Water, Fiji and Acqua Panna was an
everyday occurrence. Norton wanted to create a premium,
consumer goods brand that by its substantially higher price point

would help build wells for people in third world countries who do not have access to
clean drinking water. Norton started MEND after quitting his job as a Series 7 Licensee
Bond Broker for Finance 500. The company is now delivering to all of Southern
California and has a clientele that includes athletes, celebrities, high-profile executives,
doctors, wellness centers, health-conscious families and more.

Meridian Graphics, Tustin
Dave Melin, President

Founded in 2000, Meridian Graphics is a commercial sheet-fed
printing company. Over the years, the company has seen
incredible diversification in the industry, refreshingly, along with
these challenges came opportunities only limited by the
imagination. In 2012, Meridian landed on the Orange County
Business Journal’s Fastest Growing Private Companies List. As a
member of the printing industry for 30 years, and still madly in love
with what his company can do with ink on most any substrate,
Dave Merlin is passionate about taking on the challenge of helping
people find the most effective way to communicate their marketing
messages.

Milla Mathias - Image & Lifestyle, Costa Mesa
Milla Mathias, CEO

Based in Orange County since Feb. 2013, Milla Mathias is one
of Brazil’s foremost authorities on image consultancy. Mathias
serves as a coach to enhance confidence, psychological well-
being and total health for women and men who seek an upgrade
in their lives, personally and professionally. Mathias’s initial career
path was in law, but she found that being a lawyer didn’t satisfy
her. Now, after several years as an image consultant and an
expert in non-verbal communication, Mathias has made a great
impact on Brazilian people through regular television
appearances, and magazine and newspaper articles. Mathias has
also written and published two books with a third on the way. Mathias’s goal is to
awaken people’s best and make them realize that they can be whoever they choose to
be and help them achieve their goals.

Million Dollar Tan, Huntington Beach
Lindsay Dickhout, CEO

Lindsay Dickhout started her company, Million Dollar Tan, right
out of college. An avid sunless tanning connoisseur, Dickhout tried
everything on the market. She knew there had to be a better option
than a messy lotion that left you more orange than tan. Her criteria
was clear, natural-looking, water-based, didn’t clog pores, wasn’t
sticky, dried quickly, lasted at least a week and smelled great. In
2004, Dickhout opened Million Dollar Tan Spray Tanning and Day
Spa. This 4,000-square-foot facility was the first of its kind in
Southern California. In 2008, Dickhout received a cash offer and
sold the spa and shifted her focus entirely on building the
corporation. In 2010, Million Dollar Tan’s retail business skyrocketed and the business
has doubled its profits every year since.

Minagar & Associates Inc., Irvine
Fred Minagar, President/CEO

Minagar & Associates Inc. is a professional traffic engineering,
transportation planning, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS),
civil/electrical engineering support and Construction Engineering
Management firm. Since its inception in 1993, the firm has
completed over 380 traffic engineering/transportation planning and
over 100 ITS projects for both public and private clients in over 16
states. The firm is the recipient of numerous, local, regional, state,
national, as well as international awards. Fred Minagar, president
and CEO of Minagar & Associates Inc., has engineered, managed
and administered over 100 ITS and 380 traffic engineering and
transportation planning projects in 16 states across the U.S. He is a recognized national
authority in the areas of ITS, traffic engineering and transportation planning. Minagar
has also been awarded the United States Congressional Order of Merit 2003 and 2006.

Monica Bonakdar, MD, Corona del Mar
Monica Bonakdar, Medical Director

When Dr. Monica Bonakdar established her Corona del Mar
office in 2000, she focused on one key goal — to create a
luxurious, state-of-the-art environment offering the latest non-
invasive cosmetic procedures and high-tech laser treatments. Her
vision: to artfully restore youthfulness in the aging face and body. A
medical professional with more than 20 years of experience in non-
invasive cosmetic procedures, Dr. Bonakdar offers the latest
advancements in injectables, laser surgery and high-technology
treatments with personalized and professional patient care. She
has been a part of the BOTOX Cosmetic Physician’s Network since
2000 and is trusted by many leading medical manufacturers, including Allergan,
Medicis, Suneva and Ulthera.

Montage Legal Group, Irvine
Laurie Rowen, Co-Owner/Founder
Erin Giglia, Owner/Founder

Montage Legal Group was co-founded by Erin Giglia and Laurie Rowen in early 2009.
Rowen and Giglia met at Snell & Wilmer LLP, where they worked as associates. After
their daughters were born three weeks apart, the two litigators decided to go out on
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their own as freelance/contract attorneys.
They worked for several Southern California
law firms on a contract basis for a year, and
in early 2010, they began to add similarly
situated attorneys to their group. In just four
years, Montage Legal Group has grown to
include over 80 freelance attorneys, all of
whom have left law firms in search of balance
between career, family and individual
pursuits. Montage Legal Group’s attorneys
are at the top of the contract attorney market, having graduated at the top of their law
school classes from schools like Harvard Law, and with valuable experience in full-
service law firms.

Morgan Marketing & Public Relations, Irvine
Melinda Morgan Kartsonis, APR/Fellow PRSA/Principal

Morgan Marketing & Public Relations has achieved 23 years of
success. From hot dogs to diamonds, Melinda Morgan Kartsonis
has more than 30 years of experience representing clients across
a wide range of industries. In addition to a diverse client repertoire,
Kartsonis is proud of the longstanding client relationships that
she’s fostered, some more than 19 years. Among Kartsonis’s most
notable milestones is her induction into the prestigious PRSA
College of Fellows, joining the ranks of approximately 323 PR
professionals in the world, and the celebration of Morgan
Marketing’s 20th anniversary in 2011. She has also won numerous
awards for work generated on behalf of her clients including many PROTOS and
Awards of Excellence from the Public Relations Society of America, Orange County
chapter. Throughout her career, Kartsonis has achieved a long list of accolades
including Orange Coast’s “Hot 11” in its Power of PR issue.

Mychael Darwin Omnific Studios, La Habra
Mychael Darwin, Founder/Chief Designer/Creative Director

American luxury designer Mychael Darwin is best known for
creating one-of-a-kind luxury statement pieces from couture to
ready-to-wear. He is especially known for designing rare and
intricate perfect-fitting bespoke premium denim which incorporate
some of his most iconic trademarks such as custom Mychael
Darwin .925 sterling silver hardware; 18-karat gold-plated buttons
and rivets; .999 platinum accents; and other applications to denim
such as hand embroidery, laser-cut designs and unexpected

patterns of Swarovski crystals. As a designer to the stars, his clients include many
Hollywood favorites such as Jaime Foxx, Demi Moore, President Bill Clinton and Bravo
TV’s Beverly Hills housewife Adrienne Maloof. Darwin is also the creator of
Leathergenix© — a patent-pending revolutionary leather printing technique that prints
any high-precision color artwork, logo, pattern or image onto leather flawlessly for a
smooth, supple finish.

Nékter Juice Bar, Santa Ana
Steve Schulze, CEO/President/Founder

In 2010, Steve and Alexis Schulze founded
Nékter with the idea of sharing their passion of
healthy living with their small community. They
were motivated to inspire change in the
current juice market by creating a wide
assortment of delicious juices made with only
all-natural, raw and vegan ingredients. After
their own struggle to find fresh juice locally
that was not laden with processed ingredients
and artificial sweeteners, Steve and Alexis
realized this void in the market was one that needed to be filled. On Oct. 9, 2010,
Nékter Juice Bar opened its first location in Costa Mesa. In three years, Nékter
expanded to over 26 locations through the end of 2013. In 2014, another 25 stores are
slated to open. With just seven employees in the first year, Nékter now employs over
425 dedicated and inspiring individuals.

NetServe Systems Inc., Irvine
Abdi Ahmed, President/CTO

NetServe was founded by Abdi Ahmed, an immigrant from
Ethiopia who arrived in the U.S. in 1996. The company provides
cost-effective technical support services to small and mid-sized
companies in Orange County. It soon grew to other areas of
technology such as software engineering, project management,
web development and technical recruiting. Under Ahmed’s
leadership, NetServe has achieved awards and recognitions that
include: 2010 Supplier of the Year Award by Southern California
Minority Business Development Council as nominated by HONDA,
Small Business of the Year – 2006 by California Small Business Association for the
70th District (South Orange County) as nominated by Assemblyman Chuck DeVore,
African American Business of the Year– 2007; Greater Los Angeles African American
Chamber of Commerce, and 11 awards for Entrepreneurial Spirit from State Senate
and Assembly.
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New American Funding, Tustin
Patricia Arvielo, President
Rick Arvielo, CEO

In 2003, Rick Arvielo, with his wife Patty
Arvielo, launched New American Funding as
a multi-state mortgage banker. Rick’s vision
of a mortgage company that would operate
as a proficient call center focused on good
pricing, fast home loan closes and excellent
customer service has become both reality
and, for mortgage lenders in competitive
positions with New American Funding, a
force to be reckoned with. Today, New
American Funding funds more than $400 million in home loans each month and is
home to over 800 employees dedicated to fulfilling Rick and Patty’s vision of providing
superior customer satisfaction and delivering the American Dream to homeowners.
The company has been included on the Fastest-Growing Private Companies List by
the Orange County Business Journal, and for the second year in the row landed on
the Inc. 5000 list of the Nation’s Fastest Growing Companies.

NovaWurks™ Inc., Los Alamitos
Talbot Jaeger, Founder/Chief Technologist

In less than two years, Los Alamitos-based NovaWurks has
earned numerous government contracts equaling approximately
$50 million, growing the company by more than 300 percent in
just one year. Talbot Jaeger founded NovaWurks in 2011 on the
premise that “Space is for Everyone.” Unlike today’s aerospace
companies, NovaWurks believes space exploration can be
affordable to virtually everyone through the use of smaller, less
expensive spacecraft. Jaeger launched NovaWurks with more
than 30 years of experience in the aerospace industry. He has
managed and directed 10 spaceflight operations, which includes
leading projects from idea conceptualization to successful system launches.
NovaWurks has received three contracts from DARPA, including the Phoenix Project –
Phase I, SeeMe Project and Phoenix Project – Phase II and III. Currently, NovaWurks
is working on the contract for the DARPA Phoenix Project – Phase II and III.

nuCourse Distribution Inc., Garden Grove
Nick Seedorf, President

Nick Seedorf was born and raised in San Diego and attended
college at Long Beach State. During his undergraduate career,
Seedorf founded My Gear Store, an online reseller of mobile
accessories. This experience led to his career in
entrepreneurship. As a reseller, he saw the role of distributors as
a middleman. Seedorf envisioned a new way to do distribution:
Be the “matchmaker” — a company that didn’t just ship boxes,
but actually focused on bringing together great brands and great
retailers. In 2008, Seedorf made that connecting process a reality
by starting nuCourse Distribution with seven employees. The
company has experienced fierce growth since its founding. This growth has earned the
company honors such as #152 on the Inc. 500 and a place on the Orange County
Business Journal’s Fastest Growing Private Companies List.

OC Event Solutions, Irvine
Gina Waggener, Founder

Gina Waggener started OC Event Solutions in 2012 with a small
team of three people and rolodex of good contacts. OC Event
Solutions increases public appeal by helping clients to create
dynamic events that amplify their message, attract media
attention and brand their name though strategic partnerships.
Many of the firm’s clients do not have the budgets for a full-time
marketing team. OC Event Solutions provides tailored solutions
that are cost effective, and in doing so, have become trusted
advisors to clients. The business customizes marketing strategies
and believes in hyper-local partnerships. Acting as more than just
marketing people, OC Event Solutions helps their clients restructure and build their
business. Current clients include Coastal Arcadian, Once & Again, The Way TV
Charity, Meri Crouley Ministries and many others.

OleumTech Corp., Irvine
Paul Gregory, CEO

OleumTech was founded in 2002 with a vision to develop low
power wireless monitoring products for remote locations such as
oil and gas production sites and rural water systems. In late 2006,
Paul Gregory assumed the role of CEO at the company. Under
Gregory’s leadership and through the dedication of several key
employees, the company was able survive the economic
downturn in 2008 and develop a competitive product line. Over
the past five years, annual revenues have grown and OleumTech
is now the recognized leader in its niche across the United States.
OleumTech plans to expand both domestically and internationally
in 2014. As revenues have grown, the number of employees at OleumTech has also
grown from 22 in 2009 to the current (and growing) 56 employees.

olloclip, Huntington Beach
Patrick O’Neill, CEO/Inventor/Founder
Patrick O’Neill has had a passion for photography and film since he was a young boy.
Creating and designing computer accessories for more than 20 years, and smart

phone accessories for the past 10 years, O’Neill has always
wanted to develop a product that melds his profession with his
love of photography. It was then that O’Neill launched olloclip, the
quick-connect, 3-in-1 photo lens solution through Kickstarter in
2011. The olloclip was successfully funded within two weeks of its
original campaign date. Within four weeks of launch, the olloclip
had 1,300 backers in more than 50 countries, achieving 455
percent of their $15,000 funding goal, and finishing among the top
40 highest-funded projects for that time period. Today, olloclip is
sold in more than 90 countries and growing, available through top
retailers such as Apple, Best Buy, Sprint, Neiman Marcus,
Bloomingdale’s and Target.

Online Trading Academy, Irvine
Eyal Shahar, Founder/President

Over 16 years ago, Eyal Shahar saw a need for hands-on
training to help individuals develop professional trading and
investing skills to help them achieve their financial goals. He
founded what is now Online Trading Academy - an international
education organization devoted to providing people with the
training, tools and techniques to generate income and enhance
their long-term investment results in any financial market. The
company’s mission of transforming lives worldwide through
exceptional trading and investing education has driven Shahar
and the organization to focus intensively on creating a world-class
education organization which has served over 35,000 graduates worldwide. From its
initial flagship education center in Irvine, the company now has over 30 locations
around the world. Under Shahar’s leadership, Online Trading Academy has been
expanding aggressively. The dramatic growth has led to hiring over 72 people in 2013
and over 115 in the past three years.

Opus Bank, Irvine
Stephen Gordon, Chairman/CEO

Throughout Stephen Gordon’s distinguished 25-year financial
and investment banking career, he’s served in executive
leadership positions with successful financial services firms.
During the worst economic cycle in decades, Gordon recognized
that the lack of available credit and liquidity was stifling the growth
of small and mid-sized businesses and entrepreneurs, impeding
job growth, business expansion and economic recovery. In 2010,
Gordon led a group of investors who infused $460 million of equity
capital into Bay Cities National Bank, which was re-launched as
Opus Bank with a clean balance sheet. Building the franchise
through two rapid follow-on acquisitions and leading an additional $100 million capital
infusion required a clear vision and relentless focus on driving out inefficiencies and
redundancies, while maintaining an unfailing focus on the client and the community. In
the three years since its recapitalization, Opus Bank has grown over tenfold to 60
locations, with total assets increasing from $277 million to $3.5 billion.

Orange Label Art + Advertising, Newport Beach
Wesley Phillips, CEO/Owner
Rochelle Reiter, Principal
Debbie Nagel, Director of Operations

Orange Label Art + Advertising was
founded as Hunter Barth Advertising in 1972.
Founded on the premise of assisting
progressive and entrepreneurial companies
to become “recognizable and powerful
marketplace leaders,” the agency’s vision of
leadership has stood the test of time. In
1990, Wes Phillips became an owner, taking
over the role from the agency’s founder after seven years of
working in the business. Phillips’s unwavering stand for
leadership within the company and with clients allowed the
company to thrive. In 2007, Rochelle Reiter joined the ownership
team after working as the agency’s media director and
subsequently VP of Client Services for 12 years. In 2012,
Deborah Nagel became an owner after working with the agency
for 20 years. With her client service background, her financial
expertise and passion for building teams, she added tremendous
value, making the ownership team a complete trio.

Pacific Wellness, Costa Mesa
Dr. Tim Ramirez, Founder

Dr. Tim Ramirez represents the future of health and fitness with
his unorthodox union of physical medicine, fitness and lifestyle
nutrition. Dr. Ramirez has introduced a holistic approach to
optimal well-being that incorporates a physical medicine triad to
create a balance of fitness, therapy and nutrition that stimulates
the individual’s metabolic, physical and intellectual properties. Dr.
Ramirez’s innovative exercise routines incorporate and utilize
multiple muscle groups in a dynamic, exciting and fun way so that
the body can experience its optimal level of strength, balance and
flexibility. Dr. Ramirez is also the founder of the Lemon Cleanse Diet, now available in
bottled tincture form, which simplifies the well-known classic. He has extended the
Lemon Cleanse into the Four Seasons of Cleanse by introducing a different variety for
each season, including the popular Watermelon Cleanse, the Pomegranate Cleanse
and the Berry Cleanse.
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PeopleG2, Brea
Chris Dyer, CEO/Founder

Early in his career, Chris Dyer studied the background check
industry from the inside, working for a busy pre-employment
screening firm. In 2001, Dyer left his previous employer and set out
to make things better in the industry. Dyer’s key goals in creating
his own business were to make the process fair to individuals
looking for a job and, at the same time, to bring real support to
businesses so they could find realistic solutions for the jobs they
needed filled. By continually hiring with the same principals in place
as he advises his clients — and also by investing in his own
employees over time — he has built a loyal staff that is dedicated
to the company, which today serves more than 4,000 clients. PeopleG2’s success was
recognized in 2013 with placement on the Inc. 5000 Fastest Growing Private
Companies List as well as the Orange County Business Journal’s Fastest Growing
Private Companies and Best Places to Work List.

Personalcare Physicians LLC, Irvine
Troy Medley, Chairman/CEO

As CEO of Personalcare, Southern California’s largest manager
of concierge medical and executive health services, Troy Medley
oversees the strategic, operational and financial activities of the
enterprise. With over 20 years of leadership experience, Medley
has demonstrated the ability to recruit elite senior management,
energize organizations, secure investment capital, develop
strategic partnerships, and exceed top and bottom line goals.
Personalcare was founded in 2009 by Medley and concierge
physicians, Jeff Barke and Kenneth Cheng, with the goal of helping
physicians deliver the highest-quality healthcare to the public.
Currently, Personalcare manages three direct pay primary care practices in Orange
County, as well as the Hoag Executive Health program. Personalcare’s growth
trajectory has landed it on the Orange County Business Journal’s Fastest Growing
Private Companies List in both 2012 and 2013. Personalcare is
currently developing two additional Orange County practices and is
looking to expand geographically through practice acquisitions in
the coming year.

Philly’s Best Authentic Cheesesteak and Hoagie Shop, Irvine
Bob Levey, Co-Founder

After moving from Philadelphia to Southern California in the late
80s, Bob and Andrea Levey found themselves craving a taste of
home. As native Philadelphians, that meant one thing: authentic

Philly cheesesteaks. After finding only sub-par cheesesteak sandwiches, Bob
combined his years of experience at fast casual restaurants, with his passion for
authentic Philly fare, and along with his wife, opened the original Philly’s Best in
Fountain Valley in 1992. After years of steady growth and same-store sales increases,
Bob and Andrea oversaw the company’s expansion of four additional stores by 2002.
Currently, the company has more than 20 locations, with a strategic vision to have a
total of 50 Philly’s Best locations in the coming years. In 2014, the Leveys are
celebrating 22 years of successfully bringing Southern California residents authentic
Philadelphia cheesesteaks and more.

Port Street, San Juan Capistrano
Jeff Pintar, Founder

Due to the recession, Jeff Pintar saw a very unique and against-
the-grain opportunity in residential real estate. With an increasingly
high number of foreclosed, distressed single-family properties
coming on the market, Pintar built Port Street to service the new
wave of investors looking to capitalize on the opportunity. Today,
Port Street employs more than 200 industry professionals who
support a national operating platform covering four vertically
aligned, asset management service areas:
acquisition/dispositions, construction management, property
management and strategic advisory services. Port Street has
bought and sold over $2 billion in single-family homes over the past 48 months, and
currently has nearly 3,000 homes under management. The rapidly expanding firm stays
dedicated to maximizing value for its clients by providing extensive market knowledge,
broad real estate expertise, investments in technology tailored to improve client and
investor outcomes, and scalable service offerings. 

Predixion Software, San Juan Capistrano
Simon Arkell, CEO/Co-Founder

Simon Arkell is an experienced technology entrepreneur and
executive with extensive global experience having founded or co-
founded seven companies over the last 20 years. Arkell
co-founded Predixion in late 2009 with three other founding
partners. At the helm as CEO, Arkell and his team set out to
implement Predixion’s mission — the first ever cloud-based
predictive analytics platform. After nearly nearly five years with
Arkell’s unique personality and solid leadership, Predixion has
navigated from a risky startup to a growth-stage company with
over 60 employees; $33 million in capital raised; and an award-
winning product with real customers spanning multiple industries with global partners
and investors from the likes of Accenture, GE and EMC.
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Prince Organization, Fullerton
Sunny Tolani, President/CEO

Prince Organization is a hospitality company owning award-
winning hotels franchised by the world’s largest hotel brands
throughout the Americas. Prince Hotels has become the first hotel
organization to apply for a change of corporate structure in
California from a “Profit Corporation” to a “Benefit Corporation”
focusing on the mission for social responsibilities while creating
thousands of jobs and growing the economy, creating a positive
impact and meeting full standards of accountability and
transparency in the communities in which it operates. Sunny Tolani
is the founder and CEO of Prince Organization, which began in
Aug. 2007 with its first Holiday Inn Express. Since then, Prince Organization has
evolved with over thousands of rooms acquired in just over four years.

Promotional Fulfillment Services Inc., Ladera Beach
Daniel Barnett, Founder/CEO

Daniel Barnett is a successful entrepreneur and the founder and
CEO of Promotional Fulfillment Services Inc. (PROMOFILL).
PROMOFILL is an industry-leading Third Party Logistics (3PL)
provider specializing in e-commerce fulfillment, warehousing and
retail distribution services for many types of companies throughout
the world. Starting the company in 2006 with just 1,000 square
feet of storage space, PROMOFILL now operates two bicoastal
fulfillment centers in California and Delaware, and fulfills more
than 2.2 million orders annually. PROMOFILL clients range in all
sizes from small ecommerce startups to Fortune 100 companies.
Key clients and distribution channels include Amazon, eBay, Trader Joe’s and Wal-
Mart. Since the company’s inception, Barnett has guided the company through double-
and triple-digit growth in each of its first eight consecutive years. PROMOFILL has
been included on the Orange County Business Journal’s Fastest Growing Private
Companies List every year since 2008.

PTS Staffing Solutions, Irvine
Ronald Stein, Founder

The Stein family owns and operates PTS Staffing Solutions, a
leading West Coast regional provider of engineering and
professional staffing outsource solutions. PTS specializes in
staffing to the petrochemical, power, transportation and
infrastructure-related industries. In 2000, only five years after the
company’s launch, Inc. 500 recognized PTS as one of the fastest-
growing companies in the USA, Ernst & Young presented the
Entrepreneur of the Year Award to Ronald Stein and the Orange
County Business Journal recognized PTS as an Up and Coming
Family Business at its Family Owned Business Awards. Recently,
PTS Staffing Solutions was also ranked as the 12th largest employment agency in the
Orange County Business Journal Book of Lists, with a 55 percent growth in income
over 2012.

Pure Bar, Newport Beach
Veronica Bosgraaf, Founder/Chief Marketing Officer

After becoming a mom, Veronica Bosgraaf became even more
passionate regarding healthy food choices for her children. She
began researching more about organic food and learning about the
advantages of whole, raw food versus processed food. At the age
of six, her daughter, Anna, declared herself a vegetarian. This
prompted Bosgraaf and her daughter to research the vegetarian
lifestyle and they learned how safe it truly was for adults and
children. The Pure Bar concept came out of Bosgraaf’s frustration
with the lack of healthy packaged, convenient foods in the markets,
and foods that were organic and raw, but still tasty and convenient.
She started Pure by creating bars in her kitchen with a food processor. After a year of
searching for a manufacturer, working on perfecting the recipe and creating a shelf-
stable product, Bosgraaf found a small business that was willing to manufacture and
distribute Pure Bar.

QuestSoft, Laguna Hills
Leonard Ryan, Founder/President

Leonard Ryan has been a key player in the mortgage industry
for more than 30 years. His contributions have ranged from
providing a full-featured, affordable loan origination system to
solving old and new compliance issues from the Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act to Ability-to-Repay. Having served on the lending,
servicing and investing sides of the industry, and realizing the
various inefficiencies, Ryan envisioned creating a software solution
that would increase lending efficiencies. Since 1995, Ryan has
overseen the innovation, business development and day-to-day
operations of QuestSoft Corp. Throughout 19 years of business,
three out of every five mortgage transactions pass through Ryan’s software solutions.
Recently, the official publication of the Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) has
announced it will be recognizing Ryan as one of the magazine’s recipients of its Tech
All-Star Award for 2014. The award is given out every year to individuals who have
made significant contributions to the mortgage industry in the field of technology.

QuickStart Intelligence, Irvine
Hicham Semaan, President/CEO

Hicham Semaan started with QuickStart as an account manager in 1996. After
leading the company in sales for a few years, Semaan was promoted to sales

manager. Post the recession, QuickStart struggled financially and
was about to shut its doors. Semaan led a management buyout of
QuickStart Intelligence in 2003 and turned it from a business that
was losing millions of dollars to one that was growing and profitable
immediately. Semaan was able to grow revenues over 234 percent,
pay down all outstanding debt and drive a healthy profitable
business. Under his leadership, QuickStart Intelligence received
the Partner of the Year Award from Microsoft twice. Besides organic
growth, Semaan managed QuickStart Intelligence through two
successful acquisitions, which bolstered QuickStart’s offerings,
services and geographic footprint. This success and growth allowed for a successful
sale of QuickStart to a publicly traded company, exceeding all shareholder
expectations.

R & D Medical Products, Lake Forest
David Sheraton, President/CEO

After graduating from the University of California, Irvine with a
B.S. in Biological Sciences, David Sheraton served as director of
Research and Development and Quality Assurance manager for
Sentry Medical Products Inc. His contribution to development work
of medical electrodes provided Sentry Medical with the opportunity
to grow at a near exponential rate until it was acquired by Tyco.
After Sentry Medical was acquired, several of the clients he had
developed products for at Sentry Medical encouraged him to start
his own company and provided him with the start-up capital. From
this investment, Sheraton incorporated R&D Medical Products in
June 1997, establishing itself as a Contract Medical Device Manufacturer. His
leadership at R&D Medical during the past 16 years has created a strong manufacturing
base in Orange County. Through his recent international endeavors, R&D Medical is
now exporting its U.S.-made products to over 200 countries.

Rancho Santa Margarita Honda, Rancho Santa Margarita
Robert Carmendy, General Manager/Partner

Robert Carmendy arrived as general manager and partner of
Rancho Santa Margarita Honda in Jan. 2011, inheriting a market
sales effectiveness rating of -50.57 percent. Carmendy brought his
15+ years of experience as owner, operator and general manager
to the dealership. Rancho Santa Margarita Honda took over the
dealership in July 2010 after the location was closed by former
operators. Under Carmendy’s leadership, the Rancho Santa
Margarita Honda team continues building sales, market share and
loyalty while providing excellent customer experience. Today,
Rancho Santa Margarita Honda has earned the Council of
Excellence Award from American Honda for four years in a row and is ranked in the top
15 percent of Honda dealerships. Rancho Santa Margarita Honda’s rapid growth has
also earned it a spot on the Orange County Business Journal’s Fastest Growing Private
Companies List in 2012 and 2013.

Realty ONE Group, Irvine
Kuba Jewgieniew, Founder/CEO

Kuba Jewgieniew’s dynamic personality, aggressive growth plans
and unconventional real estate model have steadily attracted
industry veterans across markets and have launched him into being
the #1 real estate firm in Nevada, in just three years. Jewgieniew is
able to inspire that passion and support for his model and vision
across the company. Jewgieniew’s #1 goal since he started the
business was to grow — and Realty ONE Group has expanded at a
rapid pace, even during exceptionally challenging market
conditions. This success was quickly expanded and duplicated
across the Southwest, where Realty ONE Group is now the fastest-
growing real estate brand in the nation, with 4,600 realtors across multiple states. His
decision to franchise in the beginning of 2013 yielded 30 new partners in the first year.
In 2012, Realty ONE Group was named by Inc. 500 as one of the fastest-growing
private companies in American for the fifth consecutive year.

Rescue One Financial, Irvine
Bradley Smith, CEO/Co-Founder

Founded in 2007, the Rescue One Financial provides debt
management, debt reduction/consolidation and loan assistance to
consumers overburdened with debt. In 2013, the company showed
a three-year growth of 1,406 percent. During that time, the firm
added 26 jobs, bringing the total number of employees for 2013 to
53. Rescue One Financial manages over $2 billion of consumer
debt. Bradley Smith started his 18-year financial services career on
Wall Street where he worked with the largest retail advisory group
at Merrill Lynch. His team at Merrill Lynch was responsible for the
largest Rule 144 trade in history selling more than 5 million shares of Walt Disney stock
and managed over $2 billion in concentrated stock positions. Rescue One Financial
earned the #4 spot on the Orange County Business Journal’s
Fastest Growing Companies List in 2012.

Retirement Benefits Group, Irvine
Michael Castner, Principal

Michael Castner is a founding member of Retirement Benefits
Group, a retirement plan consulting firm with headquarters in
Southern California and 13 affiliate offices nationwide. The
company’s goal is to provide expert, non-biased retirement and
financial planning guidance to both small and well-known
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companies and their employees throughout California and nationwide. In 2009, Castner
and seven other individuals he had networked with over the years decided to open their
own retirement plan consulting firm to combine their entrepreneurial business
philosophies and redefine best practices for plan level fiduciaries and their participants.
They launched Retirement Benefits Group and started with offices in Irvine and San
Diego. The firm has since grown to include 55 employees and 13 affiliate offices in cities
throughout the United States. Retirement Benefits Group has experienced such
success due to the principals’ years of experience.

RETS Associates, Newport Beach
Kent Elliott, Principal

After nearly a decade of advising institutional and investor clients
on operational policies on behalf of one of the world’s largest full-
service real estate companies, entrepreneur Kent Elliott set out to
combine his devotion to his clients with his passion to grow
businesses. In 2002, after earning his MBA, Elliott established his
own firm to serve clients in an area of real estate that is extremely
important and often forgotten: recruiting and retention of
employees. In doing so, he took a unique approach to fostering
close relationships with his clients and developed a business model
that would not only thrive, but withstand the economic depression
that began in 2008. RETS Associates has now grown to be one of the most in-demand
real estate recruiting shops on the West Coast. At the close of 2013, RETS boasted a
20.5 percent year-over-year growth, opened its fifth office and more than doubled its
staff.

RFaxis, Irvine
Mike Neshat, Chairman/CEO

An accomplished semiconductor industry veteran with extensive
management, marketing, sales and engineering experience, Mike
Neshat has served in executive positions for several successful
startups. Neshat leveraged his extensive background in the
semiconductor industry to establish RFaxis as a recognized
innovator alongside such major companies as Broadcom and
Qualcomm. Neshat’s vision and business acumen has guided
RFaxis to prestigious heights. The company is on the fast growth
track, debuting on Orange County Business Journal’s 2013 Annual
Chipmakers List at #17, with the highest percentage increase in
employees — 35.7 percent — of any other company on the list. Under Neshat’s
leadership, RFaxis leads the way in next-generation wireless solutions designed for the
multi-billion-dollar Bluetooth, WLAN, MIMO, Zigbee, Smart Energy/Smart Home and
mobile phone markets.

Rhythm Interactive, Irvine
Craig Cooke, CEO
Pete Bohenek, President

In 1996, Peter Bohenek and Craig Cooke
combined their passions for music and
technology and set out to revolutionize both
industries. The mission: To create an online
music experience with an e-commerce
functionality for independent artists and their
consumers. Their new site allowed visitors to
search by music genre; review lists of artists;
and view artists’ background information,
music and video samples with the ability to
purchase a cassette or CD. At the time, the site was cutting edge and generated great
interest among musicians and bands, and drew a good amount of traffic, but the
Internet was in its infancy and people were not comfortable using credit cards online.
While their business plan did not work the way they had hoped, many of the musicians
and bands referred companies to Rhythm for website builds. By 2004, business was
booming and Rhythm Interactive grew to be the digital marketing agency it is today.

Right at Home of Central Orange County, Tustin
George Strickland, President

In only three years of service to the senior community, Right at
Home of Central Orange County has achieved the Presidents
Circle, honoring the top 15 percent of over 400 Right at Home
offices worldwide. This measure usually takes offices six to seven
years to achieve. In 2011, the Tustin office was awarded Caregiver
of the Year in Orange County at a gala event held at the Richard
Nixon Library to benefit Age Well Senior Services. In 2013, the
firm was awarded Business of the Year in Tustin for efforts in the
senior care industry. George Strickland acquired the company in
Sept. 2011 with 25 caregivers and one office staff and has grown
the business to over 150 caregivers and six staff in the office. The
company’s caregivers have appeared in the Orange County
Register for saving lives and for their ability to cook and provide
nutritious foods to clients.

Sapphire Laguna, Laguna Beach
Chef Azmin Ghahreman, Owner/Executive Chef

Seven years ago, Chef Azmin Ghahreman opened his first
restaurant, Sapphire Laguna, and the adjacent gourmet specialty
shop, Sapphire Pantry. Sapphire Restaurant and Pantry have
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experienced great success since its opening in 2007. Ghahreman’s talent and worldly
experiences have given him the opportunity to cook for more than 30 kings, presidents
and heads of state, among them: President George W. Bush, President Bill Clinton and
past prime ministers of Singapore, Thailand and Pakistan. In addition to providing
memorable experiences and delicious foods to his guests, Ghahreman shares an equal
passion for bettering the way people eat and think about food, especially children. In
2007, Ghahreman founded Sapphire at School™, a food program that partners with
schools in Orange County to serve healthy breakfast, lunch and snacks to students and
faculty daily. The program, currently in nine schools across Orange County, aims to
educate children and promote healthy lifestyles at an early age.

Saratech Inc., Mission Viejo
Saeed Paydarfar, CEO

Saeed Paydarfar started his career at Rockwell International in
the Space Systems division. Throughout his 19-year career at
Rockwell, Dr. Paydarfar was involved in many different programs
and was recognized for his hard work and dedication by receiving
numerous awards. In 2002, Dr. Paydarfar started working at Ford,
commuting to Detroit from L.A. After his young daughter, Sara,
asked for him to return home, he decided to quit his job and start
his own company, naming it Saratech after his daughter. Creating
the basis for his new business proved challenging as he had no
cash flow and had to continue to work as an executive for
Alphastar and Advatech while he developed his new company. In 2005, Saratech
received its Northrop contract, a PLM contract which allowed him to hire employees,
and a year later, it signed with VGS. Saratech facilitated an organic growth and began
hiring in 2007, taking steps in becoming a software powerhouse.

Shepard Bros. Inc., La Habra
Ron Shepard, CEO/President

In 1976, two of the eleven children in the Shepard family set out
to build a business based on a simple idea: to meet the cleaning
and sanitation needs of the dairy industry with superior specialty
chemical products and superior application consulting services.
Ron Shepard started with the family owned business in 1979 as a
field sales representative. Taking over the business as its CEO in
1997, Shepard soon spearheaded the company’s expansion
beyond its traditional dairy industry customer base with the
development of a separate water treatment division. The added
division expanded the range of products Shepard Bros.
manufactures and launched the company’s growth into new markets. Shepard Bros.
has received many industry recognitions including Family Owned Business of the Year
by the Los Angeles Business Journal and the 72nd Assembly District Business of the
Year for the State of California.

Shine by S.H.O, Laguna Niguel
Susan Hornbeak-Ortiz, CEO

In 2004, Susan Hornbeak-Ortiz produced a series of hand-blown
glass lamps she made with antique molds she found in a
warehouse. In 2005, Hornbeak-Ortiz and her husband Russell
Ortiz launched Shine by S.H.O with a line of lighting, upholstery
and casegoods. In 2008, the company began outsourcing
production overseas to keep up with the growing demand for its
products, but the economic downturn in the in 2009 saw the retail
market shrink significantly. Hence, Shine by S.H.O focused the
business on the interior design trade. However, due the
customization requirements of this market, as well as shorter lead
times the company made the decision to bring production back to the U.S., and now
Shine manufactures the Shine by S.H.O line exclusively in Southern California. The
company has a design and licensing partnership with Lino Textiles of New York, The
Gilt Group and Amazon’s MyHabit.

Sonic Emotion, Newport Beach
Rajeev Kapur, CEO

Rajeev Kapur is a seasoned high-tech executive with broad
global experience leading innovation and the overall strategic
agenda, P&L and sales for companies. As the current CEO of
Sonic Emotion, the leading provider of 3D sound technologies via
a custom-developed software and ASIC chip, Kapur has helped
the company build alliances with Samsung, Toshiba, Onkyo and
Radio Shack, as well as other leading consumer electronic
vendors and leading manufacturers. For his efforts, he was
recognized as a Chief Executive Officer of The Year finalist for
2011-2012 from Tech America. Today, Sonic Emotion operates with
six offices in six countries. Early this year, Sonic Emotion announced that Samsung
Electronics was the first to select the company’s Absolute 3D™ sound software
technology to power a new line of Samsung Sound Bars and Sound Stand.

Sparkhouse, Costa Mesa
Torrey Tayenaka, CEO

Torrey Tayenaka discovered his entrepreneurial spirit when he
founded Sparkhouse, a successful video production and online
marketing company, at 15 years old. When he graduated from
USC, Tayenaka brought a business partner on board to help him
run Sparkhouse. Along with five employees, they labored from a
spare bedroom in his parents’ home. Today, the enterprise has 11
full-time employees and operates from a 6,000-square-foot studio.

What gets Tayenaka out of bed in the morning is a passion for driving innovation. His
greatest goal is to continue surrounding himself with good people who share his
passion for making positive changes. This inspired his partnership with Olfactor
Laboratories and the development of Kite Patch, a wearable mosquito repellent. For
every patch sold, through pilgrimafrica.org, the company will send a mosquito repellent
product to needy children and families in Africa to fight the spread of malaria.

Spectrum Languages, Irvine
Nadia Dorsey, Founder/Director

Having traveled to over 60 countries around the world and
having lived in Spain, Italy, France and Turkey, Nadia Dorsey
understands what it is like not being able to communicate. Dorsey
decided to unite her two passions, teaching and learning
languages, to form Spectrum Languages. While proud to have
been in business for over 12 years, Dorsey and her team have
recently pushed toward a complete rebranding and expansion of
their services with the goal of doubling the size of Spectrum
Languages in the next three years. The company has expanded
its offerings to include online classes for adults locally and around
the world, customized adult language programs, student tutoring, translation and
editing services, a local and international English as a Second Language (ESL)
program and “Little Linguist” program for young children.

Strand at Headlands, Dana Point
Sanford Edward, Founder Owner

Sanford Edward is the founder, owner and developer of the
Strand at Headlands in Dana Point — a real estate development
of 118 custom home sites, which includes over one mile of coastal
frontage, overlooking Strand Beach. Edward bought the property
in 1998 from the Chandler family. By 2006, the Strand at
Headlands started selling real estate, but a challenge was looming
on the horizon: the economic meltdown of 2008-09. Despite slow
sales, the Strand at Headlands moved forward and completed
over $100 million of public and private infrastructure, including
public parks, streets and water quality improvements. Today, the
Strand at Headlands is past survival and back into full prosperity with approximately
two-thirds of the 118 home sites sold. In 2013, the Strand at Headlands sold 29 custom
home sites and five homes.

Strategic Capital Holdings & Strategic Storage Trust Inc., Ladera Ranch
H. Michael Schwartz, President/CEO

Strategic Storage Trust Inc. (SSTI) is the first and only public,
non-traded Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) specializing in the
self-storage industry. During a time when most entrepreneurs were
taking a step back, H. Michael Schwartz took a risk and launched
SSTI in 2008. In just four years, Schwartz acquired more than
$790 million in assets in 17 states and Canada, representing a
total of 77,000+ self- storage units. Today, SSTI is the seventh
largest self-storage operator in the United States. With more than
25 years of experience in real estate, securities and corporate
financial management, Schwartz is an investment entrepreneur
with a passion for real estate. He is a renowned expert on commercial real estate,
REITs and Tenant-In-Common structures, and is frequently interviewed by major news
media and invited to speak national conferences.

Stream Realty Partners, Irvine
Colby Annett, Co-Managing Partner

In 2006, Colby Annett joined Stream Realty Partners, a full-
service real estate investment, development and services
company. Annett’s entrepreneurial spirit set him on a journey to
open Stream Realty’s first office outside of Texas. In search of a
challenging institutional market, he selected Southern California
and established an office in Irvine in 2009. As co-managing
partners, Annett and his brother Blaine have grown the firm to be
among the top players in the local brokerage community,
delivering leasing and management solutions to property owners,
investors and developers resulting in numerous gains in business
partnerships and being awarded assignments in a short period of time. Now, at just five
years old, the company is recognized as one of the fastest-growing leasing and
management companies in Southern California. At the close of 2013, Stream Realty
boasted a 52 percent year-over-year growth and doubled the size of its staff to
accommodate for its growing number of awarded assignments.

Sullivan Solar Power, Irvine
Daniel Sullivan, President

In early 2004, Daniel Sullivan launched Sullivan Solar Power,
one of the first solar companies native to Southern California.
While Sullivan was in the electrical apprenticeship program and
during his work for a local electrical firm dabbling in solar, he
became inspired by photovoltaics. Southern California receives an
abundance of sunshine all year, yet at the time, virtually no one
was doing anything to capture it. Sullivan originally approached his
employer at the time with his ideas, but was turned away. His
vision became clear: revolutionize the way his community
generated its power by launching his own solar firm. For the first
year, Sullivan worked and slept in a garage shared with his Ford Ranger and his tools.
Today, the company has grown to be Southern California’s premier solar power turnkey
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solution provider. Sullivan Solar Power has designed and installed systems for multiple
cities and counties throughout California, with over 18,500,000 watts installed.

Supply Solutions, Los Alamitos
Jeffrey Lerma, CEO/President

After working for a large janitorial supply company, Jeffrey Lerma
knew that there was room for improvement in the sales and
distribution of janitorial supplies in Southern California. Supply
Solutions was started in 2006 out of a garage with only one cargo
van, but with a vision to grow and expand and change the way
janitorial supplies are distributed. Soon after Lerma started the
business, the country entered the Great Recession which
presented many challenges for a new business owner, but also left
the window of opportunity open to be innovative and make an
impact. Supply Solutions has continued its pattern of growth and
has made the Orange County Business Journal’s Fastest Growing Private Companies
List for two years. Supply Solutions continues to grow and is planning to expand
warehouse and distribution operations in Orange County by mid-2014.

SYSPRO USA, Costa Mesa
Joey Benadretti, President

Joey Benadretti co-founded SYSPRO USA with now SYSPRO
USA CEO Brian Stein in 1987 to fill a perceived void in the market
for a feature-rich, highly cost-effective Enterprise Resource
Planning software solution to enhance the efficiencies of growing
manufacturers and distributors in the United States, the Caribbean
and Central and South America. In the ensuing 25 years,
Benadretti has applied his leadership skills and marketing expertise
to build an in-depth organization that serves the company’s
expanding reseller channel and user base. Today, SYSPRO USA
employs a top notch professional team and boasts a roster of
thousands of customers. Benadretti has extensive experience in working with senior
industry consultants, analyst firms and editors, and is extremely active in the software
community. He is routinely interviewed by industry experts and has been instrumental in
positioning the global SYSPRO brand.

T.E.A.M., Newport Beach
Michael Olivas, CEO/Founder

T.E.A.M. focuses on collegiate marketing and entertainment travel and assists with
the planning of retreats and special events for a variety of organizations. However,
T.E.A.M. specializes in assisting fraternities and sororities in planning their formals.

Michael Olivas started developing T.E.A.M. in his spare time while
he was working full time. Realizing that his dream would never get
off the ground without his full focus, he moved back to his parents’
home at the age of 30, committed to saving the funds needed to
start his company. Olivas worked tirelessly and after only one
season, saved enough to create the new technology that is the
cornerstone of T.E.A.M. The proprietary technology created by
Olivas is the first to ever allow Greeks nationwide to book their
formals online and Olivas continues to develop and add features.
T.E.A.M. has experienced rapid growth over the last seven years
with 200 to 300 percent growth every season.

Tallega Software, Irvine
David Gerber, CEO

Tallega Software was founded in 2005 by two industry veterans,
David Gerber and Peter Klentos. Gerber had extensive experience
in the document management field, having served in positions at
several of the industry’s leading companies, including Kodak,
Hitachi, IBM and Kofax. Klentos had deep levels of technology
experience in implementing complex solutions, as well as
managing a worldwide technical support team at Open Text.
Together, it made sense to start a company that would help
customers make the right choices for document management and
workflow technologies. Today, Tallega is considered a “premier” or
“executive” partner with the majority of manufacturers it represents. Tallega has also
been featured on the Orange County Business Journal’s list of Fastest Growing Private
Companies for four years.

Teen Entrepreneur Academy-Concordia University, Irvine
Stephen Christensen, Founder/Managing Director

In 2012, Stephen Christensen created the Teen Entrepreneur
Academy (TEA) and held the first residential one-week business
startup summer academy on campus at Concordia University. In
the first year, 40 high students attended, mostly from Southern
California high schools. Half of the teenagers were from low-
income families and high-risk communities who attended for free
on scholarship support provided by donors. In the Academy’s
second year, 65 high school students attended from high schools
in six states and two countries — Vietnam and China. Again, 50
percent of the students attended for free on scholarship support
as low-income/at-risk communities. On Jan. 25, 2014, Christensen was appointed
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dean of the School of Business at Concordia University, after serving as executive vice
president with the university for ten years.

The 12, Irvine
Josh Boyd, CEO

Josh Boyd began his career in the mortgage industry, having
been an integral part of several startups. However, after
beginning his own journey into health and wellness, Boyd felt
compelled to serve others and a greater cause. Following his
calling, Boyd left his high-profile job, and set out on a quest with
two business partners to start The 12, and launch The
Movement. In partnership with Derek Graham and Scott Perry,
Boyd and team opened The 12’s flagship workout facility in
2013, while simultaneously launching their supplement
company Nutri12 alongside their weight loss company, 12 Week
Fitness Challenge. Through Boyd’s leadership, The 12 has grown from 90 members
in Feb. 2013 to just over 1,000 members in Feb. 2014. To date, more than 8,000
people have gone through The 12’s 12 Week Fitness Challenge with more than a 90
percent success rate. Additionally, Nutri12 supplies over 6,000 products nationwide.

The Busch Firm & Pacific Hospitality Group LLC, Irvine
Timothy R. Busch, CEO

Tim Busch is on the leading edge of trends that are driving
innovation in the hospitality industry. He brings nearly 35 years
of business and industry experience to his role as founder and
CEO of Pacific Hospitality Group LLC. Through his pioneering
leadership, Pacific Hospitality Group has become a premier
hotel development and management firm backed by a strategic
vision and strong core values. Under his direction, Pacific
Hospitality Group participated in the recent acquisition of Bacara
Resort & Spa and the 2012 acquisition of the landmark Balboa
Bay Resort and Balboa Bay Club in Newport Beach, adding to
its portfolio of properties. With an extensive finance, legal, and management
background, Busch has founded and led many companies, including The Busch
Firm, which specializes in high-net-worth estate planning, tax, and real estate and
business legal transactions.

The Seegmiller Law Firm, Newport Beach
West Seegmiller, President

West Seegmiller knows firsthand what it is like to suffer
serious injuries in a traffic accident. As a young man in his 20s,
Seegmiller was in a motorcycle accident and underwent painful
treatments to recover from his injuries. He knows how
important it is to treat his injured clients with first-class service.
Seegmiller has handled thousands of cases resulting in
verdicts and settlements of more than $150 million. Seegmiller
has the experience and confidence to stand up to the most
powerful insurance companies, trucking companies and
government agencies. A warrior committed to the fight, he will
not back down until his clients receive justice. Seegmiller was
also 1 of 1,100 attorneys nationwide to take part in its 9/11 Victims Federal Relief
Fund, the largest pro bono project in the United State’s legal history.

The White Tortilla Kitchen, Orange
Andrew Gomez, Owner

Andrew Gomez can trace his entrepreneurial spirit back to his
long family history. A general store, La Competencia (The
Competition), founded by Gomez’s grandparents in the 50s
became a beloved family restaurant and Gomez’s father ran the
The White Tortilla Kitchen for over 20 years and won over many
locals with delicious family recipes. The expansion of East
Chapman forced the restaurant to close, but last year, with
guidance from his father, they decided to restore the family’s
legacy. After struggling through the recession, Gomez left his
teaching position at Canyon High School to reopen the family
restaurant. Since announcing the reopening of the former neighborhood staple,
Gomez has been flooded with well wishes and excitement from the community.

Total Apps Inc., Aliso Viejo
Rey Pasinli, Executive Director

Total Apps Inc. has grown from a home-based startup into a
powerhouse in the payments technology industry. The firm
provides Advanced Payment Processing Solutions (APPS)
tailored to meet clients’ specific needs. Total Apps has worked
with over 10,000 merchants, giving its clientele competitive
advantages to grow their businesses. The company was
awarded recognition on both the Inc. 5000 and the Orange
County Business Journal Fastest Growing Companies Lists for
2012. The company’s mission is to double each client’s
business within their first year working with Total Apps. The
firm’s phenomenal growth and success is built on being of
service to every party it engages with.

Tredway, Lumsdaine & Doyle LLP, Irvine
Mark C. Doyle, Partner

As partner at Tredway Lumsdaine & Doyle LLP (TLD), Mark Doyle leverages more
than 30 years of experience to provide corporations and individuals with trusted
legal counsel on a full range of estate, business and tax planning matters. He

opened the firm’s Orange County regional office in 1986 and
has spearheaded its growth to 10 attorneys. Most recently,
Doyle was instrumental in creating an innovative Skype bridge
to TLD’s newly expanded Los Angeles County regional office in
Long Beach -- a strategic effort to bring together TLD’s culture,
clients and attorneys. Doyle is also part of a select network of
pre-qualified attorneys who provide legal guidance to advisors
and clients of UBS Financial Services throughout the U.S.

Trilogy Financial Services, Huntington Beach
Jeff Motske, President

Jeff Motske helps clients achieve financial independence at
Trilogy Financial Services. He founded the firm in 1999
because he saw a void in the market. He walked away from a
solid six-figure paycheck and a lifetime of financial security to
establish a company that, for the first time, combined the areas
of financial, estate and tax planning all under one roof. Motske
can trace his success back to his formative years growing up in
a modest home. Family values, strong work ethic and
commitment to serving others were qualities that shaped him
and later formed the backbone of Trilogy Financial. Over the
years, Trilogy has achieved tremendous success thanks to Motske’s business
philosophy of maintaining composure in a volatile financial world.

United Capital, Newport Beach
Joe John Duran, CEO

Joe Duran is chief executive officer and a founding partner of
United Capital. A best-selling author and widely recognized
expert in the field of entrepreneurship, Duran was previously
president of GE Private Asset Management (formerly Centurion
Capital Management). During Duran’s tenure as the business
leader at GE Private Asset Management and Centurion Capital,
he created valuable firms with nationwide coverage, built unique
investment solutions and consummated many multi-million-
dollar acquisitions. United Capital and its financial and
investment adviser affiliates provide guidance on more than $
10 billion of client assets in 50 offices around the United States. Duran is sought-
after presenter within the financial services industry and speaks in the U.S. and
globally on the subjects of financial decision making and entrepreneurship. All of
his fees for speaking and for book sales are given to charity.

Universal Services of America, Santa Ana
Brian Cescolini, Executive Chairman

Brian Cescolini started his career in 1974 as a uniformed
guard for a local security firm while attending college at San
Diego State University. He quickly rose through the ranks to
become vice president of that security company. In 1981,
Cescolini helped form Universal Protection Service and has
presided over the company ever since, building it into one of
the most highly regarded and recognized security organizations
in the U.S. Cescolini oversees all aspects of Universal Services
of America, which includes Universal Protection Service,
Universal Building Maintenance, Universal Protection Security
Systems and Universal Fire Life Safety Service. Throughout the 30+ years he has
spent building Universal, the company has become the second largest privately
held security firm in the U.S. and the fifth largest security firm in the nation.

Vaco Orange County, Irvine
Jennifer McCasland, Managing Partner

Although Jennifer McCasland began her career as a certified
public accountant, it wasn’t until she launched Vaco nine years
ago, that she knew that she had found her true passion.
McCasland built a team of talented individuals who thrived
upon the daunting task of strategically guiding others through
the peaks and valleys of their careers. Not only is McCasland
involved in the day-to-day operations of regularly placing more
than 100 senior executive consultants in accounting and
finance projects, but she also manages the business in the
technology, financial and administrative divisions of the firm. In
the last year, the Vaco team has doubled in size and the company has expanded to
introduce new lines of business to further serve their clients and consultants.

Valenza Chocolatier Inc., Costa Mesa
Amy Jo Pedone, Owner/Certified Master Chocolatier

Valenza Chocolatier is an authentic Italian-inspired artisan
chocolate and confections company. If someone had told Amy
Jo Pedone that she would “grow up” to be a Certified Master
Chocolatier Entrepreneur, she would have replied with, “Who,
me? I’m not the creative type!”  Pedone’s sole focus during her
20’s and early 30’s was climbing the corporate ladder. After the
passing of her cousin to ovarian cancer in 2008, Pedone
realized her corporate career was not her passion. This self
discovery was the launch into pairing her Italian heritage with
the world of fine chocolate. Pedone grew up making Italian cookies from over 100-
year-old family recipes, holiday chocolate covered cherries and turtles. In 2011,
she completed her Professional Chocolatier Certification through Ecole Chocolat
Professional School of Chocolate Arts.
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Warmington Residential, Costa Mesa
Jim Warmington Jr., President/CEO

Jim Warmington Jr. is the fourth generation president and
CEO of the Warmington group of companies. The first
Warmington company was founded in 1926 by his great
grandfather and has been continuously operating and evolving
since that time. Under Warmington’s leadership, the company
has successfully completed a rebranding of the Warmington
group with the objective of maximizing the depth and breadth of
the company’s collective expertise in an effort to increase
awareness, bolster its reputation, secure new business, and
increase revenue and profitability. Today, the Warmington group
of companies is a large and growing full-service real estate organization.
Warmington companies include Warmington Residential, Warmington Properties,
Chateau Interiors & Design, and Studio Chateau. Warmington was been listed
among the Orange County Business Journal’s fastest-growing private companies in
2012 and 2013 for achieving at least 15 percent growth in revenue year over year.

West Egg Enterprises, Mission Viejo
J. Massey, CEO/Founder

In just six years, J. Massey went from struggles many
experience, as he worked hard to provide for his family, to
amassing an impressive portfolio that includes more than 350
units of residential and commercial properties. Through a
series of life-altering events, including the serious illness of his
then-pregnant wife, an accident that left Massey with a
punctured lung that left him unable to work, and even losing
and squatting in their foreclosed family home, Massey learned
he had to change his mindset if he wanted to thrive. He
immediately took action, immersing himself into intensive real
estate investor training. He has since built a booming investing business, using
very little of his own cash or credit. Massey has successfully executed more than
200 real estate transactions, in excess of $14 million, across eight states in just six
years.

WhatsYourStone.com, Long Beach
Kristen Hinman, Manager

The professional paths of Frank Groff and Kristen Hinman first crossed in the job
ads section on Craigslist - and has now led to a profitable business partnership.
Three years ago, Hinman came across Groff’s Craigslist ad seeking someone who
could bring a social media element to his Long Beach public relations boutique

firm. Hinman, who owned a social media consulting business
with clients in Long Beach, wanted to learn PR from the man
who has spun local and national press for clients such as
celebrity chefs Emeril Lagasse and the late Julia Child. Hinman
excelled in the business, landing clients on 20/20, Today, Good
Morning America and CNN. Now, the 25-year-old company has
officially announced a partnership, changing the name Frank
Groff Inc. to Groff-Hinman Inc. Together, they have created a
website, WhatsYourStone.com, that will change the way people
connect and make friends.

Xinetix Inc., Laguna Hills
Hal Walbrink, CEO/Founder

Hal Walbrink is president and founder of Xinetix Inc., a
business and technology development company assisting
startup to mid-size medical device companies with business
development, strategic and operational planning, and product
development. Over 35 years experience in business
management and technology development has afforded
Walbrink in-depth, cross-functional business experience.
Walbrink is a recognized expert in the fields of ophthalmology
and electrosurgery assisting over 60 medical device companies
with successful product development and process
implementation in support of new product introductions. He has
also been awarded seven medical device patents for his efforts in these areas.

Yogurtland, Irvine
Phillip Chang, Founder/Chairman

Phillip Chang founded Yogurtland in 2006 introducing the
self-serve model to the frozen yogurt segment. The self-serve
model, along with developing its own proprietary flavors, has
turned Yogurtland into the industry’s top brand and landing it on
the Inc. 5000 list of fastest-growing private companies in the
U.S. and as the only frozen yogurt brand on the list. Yogurtland
has grown more than 160 percent over the past three years.
Yogurtland also opened 77 new locations this year, including
expansion into New York, Chicago and Boston and international
growth with new stores in Australia and Venezuela. The first
location opened in Fullerton in 2006 and the company now has
more than 265 locations, with more than 75 additional stores planned to open by
the end of 2014.
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